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EXECUTIVE'S VIEW
Our Family Keeps Growing
Tte make new pathways for new progran1s

E

stablished in 1969 to provide more effective training for
animal -sh eltering -and-control personnel, the National Humane Edu arion Center became the f irst in a growing fa milY of organizations created to complem ent, expand, and enhance
the mission and \\·or· of The HSUS.
Crear n xt \\. s the :\ational Association for the Advancement of Human~ Edu arion . to furt her the humane-education
outreach of The H C to lementary and secondary school
teachers and s
ms na ion\\ ide. '\To\\. known as the National
Association for Humane and En\·irorunental Education (NAHEE),
it publishes the periodi al 1-J\D .\·eo,·s. rece ived by more than
600,000 students in approximately 20.500 classrooms throughout the United State and abroad.
The earl y 1970s aw the laun hing of our regional offices,
which now number ten. to onne t The HSUS more effecti vely
with its individual memb rs and enhance our work with local humane soc ieties and anirnal -conrrol agencies. Through these centers, The HS US is able to ombat more aggressively and directly
the abuse and suffe ring of animals through education, investigation, litigation, and legi latiYe actions.
In 1975 we establish d the Institute for the Study of Animal
Problems to develop and publi sh the kind of documentation necessary to move our agenda fo rward in scientific and academic
circles. Now known as the Center for Respect of Life and Enviro runent (CRL E), this growing and expanding organization addresses numerous issues fro m both the environmental and animal-protection points of view in higher education, religion, the
professions, and the arts. Publisher of the highly regarded periodical Earth Ethics, CRLE has also fo cused much of its effort to
address the issues of organic and humane sustainable agricultu re
and genetic engineering.
Two years ago The HSUS undertook to structure more adequately and enhance its international animal-protection activities
t rough the creation of Humane Society International (HSI). This new fo cus has resulted in
expanding our activities into Mexico, Costa Ri,:-a . Honduras, South America, Africa, and Rus,ia . Over the past several months, you have
~ea d of the activities and leadership of HSI in
,:-ountries throughout the world. We are now
~ ro ud to announce the creation of an HSI office
::1 Sydney, Australia, to be known as Humane
Soc iety International (Australia). Through this
o:fice and our newly created Hwnane Society
:nernational (Canada), we hope to increase by

ten s of thousands those people wil ling to join with yo u in furthering the goals and purposes of The HSUS.
Prate ing animals in taday ·s world encompasses more than
addressing animal -cmelty issues. Animals, like ourselves, live in
a \\·arid in 'reasingly threa tened with pollution, depletion, and
overpopulation. En\·ironmental issues are increasingly animalprotection issu s. a reality that prompted creation of EarthKind
(USA) more than 1"\\·o \·ears ago . With its sister organi zati on in
England-the original EanhK.ind-EarthKind (USA) opened
doors for The H C inro an arena do mi nated by conservati on organizati ons that frequently share many of our values and concerns relating to th rot tion of ha bitat and species preservation but do not g enerall~· emphasize our ethical concern for humaneness and the aYoidance of suffering.
Initi ally intended ro
- parate membership organization,
EarthKind will hen fonb be an integra l part of HSUS programs
and acti vities. As tbe global enYironmental arm of The HSUS,
EarthKind will bring our m ~-a g of compassion to that arena .
f urge you to read of EanhKind ·s mission and several of its
current acti viti es and programs (see page 34) . I draw yo ur attention, too, to our offer of a dolphin plush animal, through whose
purchase you can help ro prewn the ne,,· and growing slaughter
of dolphins in the counrry of ri Lanka.
We are pleased and proud to share \\·ith you, the members of
The H SUS, the goals and a hie\· menrs of EarthKind as we join
with partners in England. Rus ia. Romania. India, Afri ca, Brazil,
and elsewhere to extend th mes- ge of compassion and a caring
concern for the Earth and i inhabi ants to the farthest reaches of
the globe.
As yo u read of the Yaried and wr-expanding programs of
The H SUS in the mm ual report on page 19, I trust yo u share my
gratefulness for and pride in the \·ery talented and dedicated people who make these programs a reality. There is no staff in the
world \\·ith a great r sense of common purpose,
mutual upport_ and genuine love and compassion for each other. We do indeed seek to practice what we preach .
Final ly. as a staff, we are deeply appreciati\·e of the support and encouragement of you,
our family of members, and from within that
family. those of you who provide leadership
and ounsel as officers and directors. The
gT0\\1h an d ac hievemen ts of The HSUS during
the past forty years could not have happened
\\·ithout you.
•

John A. Hoyt, Chief Executive
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HSUS CATs WAll CALENDAR

HSUS HORSES WAll CALENDAR

Not to be catty, but did you know that
The HSUS Cats Wall Calendar is among
the most popular calendars in the comltry' This 16-month calendar features full
color images of fabulous felines. Printed
on 100% recycled paper. Made in the
U.S.A. 12" X 11".
4B-510 $10.99 (Members $9 99)

we· re not horsing around when w e
saY this exclusive 16-month calendar
features full-color images celebrating the
beauty and grace of these nob le creatures.
Primed on 100% recycled paper. Made
in the U.S .A. 12" x 11 ".
4B-530 $10.99 (Members $9 99)

HSUS DoGs WAll CALENDAR
Every day's a dog day when you hang this
exclusive 16-month calendar in your home
or office. With full-color images of captiYating
canines, you'll have a hard time picking YOur
t;tvorite! Printed on 100% recycled paper.
Made in the U.S.A. 12" x 11 ".
4B-520 $10.99 (Members 59.99)

Perfect for any occasion'
This set of 20 assorted blank note cards and
em·eJopes contains a mix of contemporary
and archival black-and-white photography
feanuing the close bond between
people and ~mimals. 5" x 7".
4E-540 S 17.00 (Members $1 5.00)

HSUS YEAR-INA-Box CALENDAR
These exclusive
daily calendars feature color photos of
a full years worth of
canines or felines.
Includes helpful pet
care tips and interesting facts. 6" x 5".
Cats 4B-560
Dogs 4B-570
5 10 99
(Members 59.99)
Mon .-Fri .. 9a

3 Ways to Order
1. By Phone: For the fastest service on credit card orders, call toll-free:

1- '00 --±86-26.)0. Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. , Saturday 9 a. m.
to - p.m .. EST. Please have your completed order form and credit card
lund,· ~ -hen calling.
2. By fa_~: For credit card orders, fill o ut the attached Order Fom1 and Fa..x
w L 00 -525-5 562
3. By .\Iail: SimplY fill out the o rde r form, clip and mail it to:
The Humane Socien of the U.S ., P.O. Box 4200, Kearneysville, \W 25-430 .
.\lake check paYable to HSUS or provide comp le te credit card infom1ation.
Tho ugh YOur purchases of these items w ill support The HSUS. the,-are not
u x-{]educrible. Ho'.\·eyer. Your membership and donations are tax-deductible
w the fullest exrem of the law.

-9

, Sat. 9am-Spm, EST

The HSUS Guarantee
The H CS guaram ees you complete satisfaction. If for any reason an item
fails w meet ,·our expectations, simply return it to us ~- ithin 30 days of
recei,·ing ,-our order and we'll send you a full refund or exchange.

Delivery of Your Order
All in-srock items shipped within 48 hours via parcel post or UPS. Ask for
i.nfom1ation on m sh delivery or international shipping. All items are not
al~-aYs

shipped rogether. Quantities of some items and color are limited.

Orders welcomed until December 3 1. 1994.
Please fill o ut order form, clip and mail to:
HSUS, P.O. Box 4200, Kearneysville , WV 25430

4E-500 Sheep

4E-541 Bald Eagle

4E-590 Mule Deer
4E-520 Gray Wolf

HOllDAY CARDS

4E-530 Bobcat

Our exclusive holiday cards feanrre sn mn in g "·ildlife photographs
and are printed on recycled paper using soY-based inks. 15 cards and
envelopes per box. 5" x 7". Not available as assortment. Inside message: May the joy and Peace of this Holiday Season be Reflected in
our Goodwill Towards All Creatures. S 10. 00 Olembers S9.00)

4E-580 Bobcat in Snow
4E-550 Horses

4E-560 Cougar

CALL TOLL

1·800·486·2630

4E-510 Red Fox

4E-570 Shoshone River

Mon.-Fri., 9am-9pm, Sat. 9am - 5pm, EST

Ordered by:

Item No.

"P.e:l5e afiL'i mailing label from magazine here)
~~e

Size

Color

Description

Qty.

Price Ea.

Total

__________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________
P 0. Box Holders-Please include street address)

CitY _________________________ State ________ Zip _________
DaYtime Telephone: (_ _ _ _
In

c:L.
"i':

we have a question about your o rder)

Ship to: (lf different from above)
~an1 e _________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________
CitY
State
Zip _________
Shipping & Handling Charges for each address. Please add the
:·allowing ammmts for standard shipping based on subtotal of order:
Add

l'p lO s15 00 . .. .... .. ....... .. ... $3.95
515.01-530 00
.... 4.95
530.01- 550.00 ..................... 5.95
.'l.dd S 10.00 fo r deliverv outside the USA.
.-\Sk for details on Rush delivery service.

D Check to HSUS enclosed in ~mmt of
D Money order enclosed in amount of

P 0. Box Holders- Please include street address)

Subtotal

Method of Payment (check one):

Subtotal

Add

$50.01 - $60.00.
.$6.95
$60.01- $75.00.
..7.95
$75.01 and over .......... .... .... 8.95

Charge my:

D MasterCard

D VISA

Accmmt Number

Subtotal
Sales Tax*
Shipping & Handling
Rush Delivery
Contribution to
TheHSUS

TOTAL

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I *Residents of the following states should
Expiration Date _________________________

Signature

add sales tax: CA (7.25%), CT (6%),

- - - ----:c:----.,.----:-::------:-c:---c--:--:- - - - - FL (6%) , IL (6.25%), MD (5%), MO (6.5%) ,

(Required for credit card order)

NJ (6%), O H (5%), TN (8.25%) , TX (7%),
WV (6%), VT ( 5%), Wash., D .C. (7%)

A contribution of $10.00 or more entitles you to a one-year membership in The HSUS.

MORE THAN 100,000
wild birds will be saved each
- . year
from
, ") the pet trade,
thanks to a
U.S . district

m response
to a February
lawsuit filed by
The HSUS against
the U.S . Department of the lute. rior (DOl). The
decision extended
. U.S. government protection to 11 7 species of birds
commonly captured
from the wild to supply the U.S. pet trade.
The birds affected include
mynas, ringnecked parakeets, wild canaries,
and finches.
The HSUS f iled
the suit after the
DOl published
regulations that
stripped protection
from birds whose importation should have been
banned under the Wild Bird
' Act of 1992

The HSUS was joined in the
suit by Defenders of Wildlife.
It is already illegal under
the WBCA to import most
species of wild-caught parrots
to the United States. Now,
thanks to this decision, these
additional species will be
spared the cruelties of the U.S.
pet trade.

THE HSUS CONTINUES
to press for much-needed
changes in the U.S . military's
care and use of animals in
research, testing, and education. On Apri l 13 , 1994, Martin L. Stephens, Ph.D. , HSUS
vice president for Laboratory
Animals, testified before the

mittee on
Research and
Technology. Dr.
Stephens had
testified before
the same sub' committee in
1992 and

mendationsonhow
· Congress and the Department of Defense (DOD) could
improve the military 's animalcare-and-use programs and increase external oversight of
these activities. The subcommittee adopted most of The
-v· ·~"'"'OJ''' HSUS 's recommendations and
....."""-~"-"'
invited Dr.
Stephen s
to testify at the
·, Apri l 13 hearing,
which was held to
tary 's progress
to date in putting those directives
into practice.

~~~~~~~~~:
The military's prog~
ress has been summa4

Martin L. Stephens, Ph.D .. resri es.for the second rime, before the
House Armed Services Subcommirree on Research and Technology earlier this yem~
rized in two recent reports: the
DOD inspector general 's Review of the Use of Animals in
Department of Defense
Medical Research Facilities and the secretary of defense's
Department of Def ense Animal Cost
and Use Programs 1993. The
latter (the first in a
series of annual reports recommended by
The HSUS) revealed that in
1993 the DOD spent O\. r
$ 175 million in conducting research.
testing, and education with more
than 550.000 ani mals.
At the .-\pril
hearing. Dr. " T?I'VlPIIK
characterized these reports as uperficial and
biased. H riri ized the DOD
for nor only failing to pro,·ide omprehensive, in-depth
profile of it animal-based
programs. bur also failing
to addres adequately a number of issues raised at the 1992
hearing. such as whether
to appoint ani mal-welfare

adYocates to an imal-care-anduse committees at each DOD
facility that uses animals in research, testing, or education.
The Subcommittee on Research
and Technology,
chaired by Rep.
Patricia Schroeder (top), was also
dissatisfied with the
DOD's reports and
was quite receptive to
The HSUS's recommendations . Reps. Elizabeth Furse
(above) and George J.
Hochbrueckner (left)
were particularly
supportive of our
viewpoint, as was
evidenced by their
questions and comments. The subcommittee is expected to
direct the DOD to issue
annual reports that provide
much more information about
its animal-care-and-use programs. The result sho uld be
improvements in these programs, reductions in the nun1ber of animals used. and expansion in the external scrutiny of the DOD's animal exHSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

periments.
The HSUS would like
to thank Representative
Schroeder for inviting The HSUS to
testifY at the hearing. We would also
like to thank Representatives Furse and
Hochbrueckner for their
interest and support.

THE HSUS HAS announced with regret the resignation of Patty Finch as the executive director of the National Association for Humane and Environmental Education (NAHEE). Under Ms.
Finch's energetic and visionary leadership, NAHEE has
become the country 's foremost
organization promoting humane and environmental education. She will be greatly
missed by not only the staff
and members of NAHEE and
The HSUS but also by the
thousands of teachers and students who have benefited so
greatly from her dedicated efforts.
Ms. Finch will join the Arizona Humane Society as director of education. The
HSUS and NAHEE have
worked with that organization
for several years. We wish
Ms. Finch much success in
her new endeavors and thank
her for the im1ovative leadership she has provided to
NAHEE during the past nine
years.
We are fortunate that with
Ms . Finch's departure we will
not also lose the contribution
of her colleague and husband,
Paul Dewey, who as associate
director has assisted NAHEE
through the writing, editing,
production, and distribution
of KIND News and NAHEE's
numerous other publications.

Mr. Dewey will continue to
work with NAHEE after his
relocation to Phoenix.

ACROSS THE COUNTRY
HSUS efforts to increase the
demand for eggs from un-

caged hens continue to be successful. Through our "Shop
with Compassion" campaign,
we hope to increase awareness
of the plight of laying hens
confined to small battery
cages (see the Fall 1993 HSUS
News).
Last year we celebrated maj or successes
in persuading superma r k e t s t o ca rr y
uncag ed-hen eg g s in
Denver, San Francisco, and
Columbus, Ohio. The success
has continued in Atlanta,
Georgia, where activist Gene
Rubin, encouraged by our success with the Kroger Co. in
Ohio, spearheaded successful
efforts to convince HarrisTeeter and Kroger stores to

HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

carry uncaged-hen eggs. The
HSUS has also launched campaign efforts in Tampa/St. Petersburg, Florida; Sacramento,
California; and the Kansas
City metropolitan area. To be
part of this campaign, ask your
grocer to stock uncaged-hen
eggs. For more information on
how to help, contact the Farm
Animals and Bioethics section
of The HSUS.

THE HSUS HAS achieved
an important victory for hundreds of marine mammals in
California. After the Navy rejected The HSUS's demands
during late March negotiations, The HSUS and four environmental groups sued the
U.S. Navy for violations of the

5
I!Uj'II!U"'~---~--

FARM ANIMALS AWARENESS WEEK
n ex iring opportunity
for action on behalf of
all furm animals arrives this
fall. The HSUS has declared
the third week of September
· ·ational Farm Animals
Awareness Week." Every
year, this week will be dedicated to learning more ·about
farm animals' behaviors and
unique qualities. National
Farm Animals Awareness

A

Week will feature littleknown facts about farm animals, stories, activities for
all ages, and information
about simple actions everyone can take to promote an
appreciation for farm animals. To Jearn how you can
participate, contact the Farm
Animals and Bioethics secD
tion of The HSUS.

series of four detonations). After the test the Navy and the
National Marine Fisheries Service will conduct an environmental impact study for the
area off the Channel Islands.
The results of the environmental impact study may preclude
future shock tests in this pristine marine-mammal habitat.
The HSUS will continue to
do everything possible to ensure that the MMPA is strictly
enforced and continues to protect matine mammals, as its
congressional authors originally intended.

A VISIT TO THE ALASKA

Marine Mammal Protection
Act (MMPA) on April 12,
1994. The Navy was proposing
to conduct a series of "ship
shock tests" in the rich marinemammal habitat of the Channel Islands, off the coast of
southern California. The tests
would have involved exploding
up to fifty-four bombs a year
in these waters. On April 26,
1994, a U.S. district comi
judge granted The HSUS and
its co-plaintiffs' request for a
preliminary injunction against
any tests until the lawsuit was
settled. Within days the Navy
agreed to settle out of court,
conceding to all of the demands made by the plaintiffs
during the March negotiations.
The Navy has agreed to
conduct seven days of inten6

sive aerial surveys of both the
original site and an alternative
site farther offshore and away
from geographic features that
attract marine mammals. The
site that has a lower average
area of marine-marrunal density will be used for one test (a

Maritime National Wildlife
Refuge in Homer, Alaska,
would reveal a wide assortment of wildlife and scenic
wonders. However, this beautiful scene may soon be marred
by a 38,000-gallon seabird
aquarium, which the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS)
plans to build as pat1 of a new
visitors' center for the refuge .
This huge aquarium would be
stocked with w ild- ca u g ht
puffins, murres , and o th er
seabirds- birds that can already be viewed living free on
the refuge.
Because of the intensive
husbandry these seabirds require and the di fficulty of
keeping them alive, very few

zoos or aquaria exhibit or
breed them.
The HSUS i
believes that i
many of the
birds held in
would soon dieonly to be replaced with more
wild-caught birds. The exorbitant cost of maintaining
this facili ty year-round would
also divert scarce funds from
the protection and conservation of wildlife and habitat on
the refuge.
The HSUS is adamantly
opposed to the construction of
the seabird aquarium. Refuges
should be managed not as
tourist attractions, but as sanctuaries for wildlife. We are investigating the most effective
use of our resources against
the FWS 's scheme.

IN MARCH David Pauli ,
HSUS Northern Rockies regional director, was awarded
the 1994 Program Achievement Award by the Jack H.
Berryman
Institute . The
Berryman Institute, located at
Utah State University, is a national organization that works
to promote human/wildlife
relationships and solve human/ wildlife conflicts. It s
1994 award went to Mr. Pauli,
Layne Baugerter of the Idaho
Animal Damage Control Program, and Jim Buck of the
U.S . Army Corps of Engineers. The three men worked
together to solve the problem
of burrowing rodents, particularly marmots, who were
causing damage to levees
along the Snake and Clearwater Rivers in Idaho.
THE PRESIDENTIAL campaign of 1992 may we ll be reHSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

;nembered as the first in which
nYironmental problems figr d prominently among the
host of concerns addressed by
h candidates. Upon the elections of Bill Clinton and AI
Gore, many Americans beli eYed that environmental issue s would at long last be given serious attention at the executive level. President Clinton's appointment of prominent environmentalists to key
positions, such as former Arizona governor Bruce Babbitt
(below) to head the DOl ,
strengthened faith in Mr.
Clinton's environmental promises.
That faith is now
being severely tested. Mr. Clinton's
steadfast commitment to passage of
the North American
free Trade Agreement,
despite the absence
provisions to ensure that important environmental- and
wildlife-protection laws are not
undermined by free-trade provisions, was a disappointment
to many. His promise to reform
the management of public
lands appears increasingly to
be empty, despite a very strong
start exemplified by the appointment of Jim Baca to oversee the DOl'S Bureau of Land
Management (BLM).
When Mr. Baca was picked
for the BLM post, supporters
of public-land reform were
certain that decades of abuse
of BLM lands and wildlife
would finally end. As land
commissioner for New Mexico, Mr. Baca had championed
mining reform and an increase
in grazing fees and, shortly before coming to Washington, he
had ordered all federal predator-killing activities on state
lands stopped when predatorcontrol agents refused to abide
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

by trap-check requirements.
As the director of the BLM,
Mr. Baca took strong stands
on controversial issues. These
provoked the ire of a number
of western politicians, who
pressured Mr. Clinton to remove him from his post. Despite letters from The HSUS
and other organizations expressing strong support for
Mr. Baca, the administration
offered him the choice of a
less influential position in the
DOl or resignation . Mr. Baca
opted to step down from his
post and returned to New
Mexico, where he is
running for governor.
lt may be that
Mr. Clinton simply lacks the
courage of his environmental convictions. Animal-protection advocates must
hope, however, that Mr. Clinton and his administration
have merely been caught off
guard by those who resist
changing the status quo, and
that the administration will begin to keep the environmental
promises in which so many
Americans put their faith.

HSUS/EARTHKIND

sumer products- products that I us as Green Seal enviro1m1enhave either a positive effect or tal partners.
no effect on the environFor more infonnament. The organiza- ~ SE~t tion about Green Seal
tion sets stringent ~ •
or the Environe n v ironmental 411/
mental Partners
standards, awardProgram, call
ing a Green Seal
(202) 331-7337
certification mark
or write Green
to products that
Seal, 1612 K St. ,
meet those stanNW, Suite 600, Washdards.
ington, D.C. 20006.
Green Seal knows that if
enough consumers, both insti- VERMONT IS THE NEW
tutional and individual, tell home of the New England Remanufacturers they want to gional Office. Made possible
buy products that are environ- through the generous donation
mentally preferable, manufac- of land by the Reverend and
turers will respond by making Mrs. J. George Butler, the resuch products available . By gional headquarters relocation
becoming an environmental from East Haddam, Connectipartner, HSUS/EarthKind is cut, to Jacksonville took place
lending its voice to this impor- in October. Opening ceretant cause.
monies honoring the Butlers
As an environmental part- were hosted by K. William
ner, we purchase products that Wiseman, chairman of the
are environmentally prefer- HSUS board of directors, and
able, maintain a recycling pro- HSUS president Paul G. Irwin.
gram for office paper and oth- The move brings the New
er materials, and assist Green England office closer to the
Seal in developing environ- focus of many wildlife and
mental standards for products hunting concerns while at the
with which we have expertise. same time allowing NAHEE
Perhaps most importantly, we to expand in its East Haddam
will encourage others to join operations.
•

fit

0

IS

the first animal-protection and
environmental organization to
become a Green Seal environmental partner. HSUS/EarthKind paves the way for other
nonprofit environmental organizations to make their operations as green as possible, and
to use their influence to protect the Earth.
Green Seal is the only independent, nonprofit organization in the United States dedicated to protecting the enviromnent by promoting the
manufacture and sale of "environmentally preferable" con-

The new headquarters for the HSUS New England Regional Office: the relocation was made possible through a generous donation of land by the Reverend and Mrs . f. George Butler.
7

UP FRONT

COMPANION ANIMALS

Another Success for Expo
Record attendance fuels exhibitor enthusiasm
ose Hilliard paused in front of a
booth that had caught her eye in
the Animal Care Expo '94 exhibit
hall. lt was booth #3 06. HydroSurge,
Inc.'s company representative Tracie
Kersten was demonstrating HydroSurge's Animal Bathing System to severa l shelter personnel.
"You will never go back to hand
bathing," Ms. Kersten told her audience,
bathing an imaginary animal with the

R

ter] manager for about four months, and
this was the perfect opportunity. lt gave
me a chance to talk to people and to look
at all the products that are out there. And
the workshops were really infom1ative."
Ms. Hilliard was one of more than
I ,500 animal-care-and-control professionals who journeyed to the Town and
Country Hotel in San Diego, California,
March 16- 19, to attend The HSUS 's
third annual Animal Care Expo. The

Expo attendees enjoy a sunny lunch at the midpoint of Wednesday's six simu!raneous
day-long certificate courses. Several of the courses werefilled to capacity.
pressurized equipment.
"Now that's something our shelter
might like to add to the budget sometime," said Ms. Hilliard, executive manager of the Delta Humane Society and
SPCA in Stockton, Califomia.
She continued down the aisle, browsing from booth to booth. "This was my
first expo, and I thought it was wonderful ," she said later. "I've only been a [she!-
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turnout was the highest of the three expos, maintaining the expo's status as the
largest trade show and education conference of its kind.
Participants attended day-long certificate courses, leamed about hundreds of
products and services, chose from among
twenty-four workshops, enjoyed opportunities for networking, and attended special events sponsored by exhibitors.

Newcomers to HSUS training eventsas well as veteran participants-enjoyed
the array of offerings. "This was my third
expo, and this has been the best one," said
Martha Canterbury, executive director of
the Grand Strand Humane Society in
Long Beach, South Carolina.
Nearly 300 participants received certificates following intensive training in
thei r choi ce of one of the six day-long
courses that kicked off the expo on
Wednesday, March 16. Experts taught
how to immobilize chemically and capture , cope with animal euthanasia, develop boards of directors for shelters,
pl an for and manage disasters, prevent
and solve ani mal-behavior problems,
and design shelters.
Several of the courses, including the
one on animal behavior, were jam-packed
with attendees. "The speakers were fabulous," sai d Cindy Crowder, a volunteer for
her local SPCA and senior counselor at
Camp Crowder, a boarding kennel in
Troy. Virginia. "[This course] will certainly help us identify behavior problems we
see in the kennel, in a boarding situation,
and in a shelter situation."
Laurie Stoffel, president of the newly
formed People 's Animal Welfare Society
in Lakevi lle, Minnesota, found the daylong course on board-of-directors development equally helpful. "lt was wonderful.'" she said. "''m just starting my shelter
thi year, and this is the first training event
rve ever attended. Now, after T get home,
ru be able to finish recruiting my board
of directors. I know what types of people
rm going to need."
On Wednesday evening, attendees got
their f irst look at the many exhibitors dming a get-acquainted social hour. In the
ex hibit hall, attendees learned about products and services ranging from catchpoles and caging systems to direct-mail
services and custom-designed T-shirts.
More than 120 exhibitors were on
hand to display their products and meet
with attendees. "The expo gives us the
chance to see people from the animal[care-and-control] field and get them exposed to all the different products we
make," said Mark Johnson, sales representative for Shar-line/Schroer Manufacturing Company. "It's a great concept. We
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

c.n ·r mi s being here."
a nd es had much of Thursday to
~-: : \\·i h exhibitors, and gathered shortly
·':er noon fo r the welcome luncheon
-ored by ALPO Petfoods. HSUS
President Paul G. Irwin , in
his keynote address, highlighted three of the society's new programs.
He announced
a cooperative
agreement
between The
,.__ _ .....~, HSUS and
the Amer-

HSUS and HSI are working
on a pilot project with the
government of Mexico that
will test the effectiveness of
zinc arginine, the chemosterilant for dogs developed by Dr.
Mostafa Fahim of Columbia,
Mi ssouri," Mr. Irwin told expo attendees. "Thi s effort, we
hope, will eventually provide
you with an alternative to surgical sterilization that will.
because of its ease and safety
of use, save thousands, if not
millions, of lives through the

Clockwise from above: In
an exhibit hall booth,
Sally Fekety, HSUS associate, Animal Care and
Sheltering, and Geoffrey
L. Handy answer questions on the HSUS Professional Animals SerijiililllliiJ-'-1~ vices Consultation ProUd•
gram for shelters; animalrescue equipment is available for viewing in the exhibit hall; exhibitors and
attendees are immersed in
conversation amid vehicles on display; HSUS
Vice President, Companion Animals, Kenneth D.
~ White greets attendees in
Uront ofa vehicle in the ex~ hibit hall. The '94 Expo
~ attracted more than 1,500
! attendees. The '95 Expo,
~scheduled for March 30~April 2, will take place in
~ Orlando, Florida.
ican Red Cross to join forces in helping
animals during disasters. He then described The HSUS's new Training Initiatives program, which will provide training, instructional material, and professional guidance to the animal-care and
-control professions. He also shed light on
a new undertaking of The HSUS and its
international arm, Humane Society International (HSI), the development of a
chemical sterilant for dogs.
"l would like to report to you that The
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prevention
of unwanted
births." Although nonsurgical sterilization still has
a long battle ahead
before gaining the necessary approval by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, our program will
eventually provide a practical alternative
to the strychnine poisoning of hundreds

of thousands of companion ammals in Latin America.
The first expo workshops were
held late Thursday afternoon, followed by additional workshop sets
on Friday and Saturday. Each set of
workshops enabled participants to choose
one of four educational tracks: animal
care and placement; animal handling and
control; supervision, management, and
board development; or community relations. That framework allowed the am9

mal- care-and-control professionals to attend workshops geared toward their individual interests.
"The workshops were really helpful ,"
sa id Marcia Gitelman, animal-care director for The Humane Society of Santa
Clara Valley, California. "A nwnber of
workshops applied directly to things that
we're doing."
"If you go to something like thi s and
come back with one good idea, then it's
well wotth the money," said Nick Maes,
shelter supervisor for Pima Cmmty Animal Control in Tucson, Arizona. "And I
picked up a number of good ideas."
Throughout the expo, sponsors helped
defray costs for expo attendees by providing them with food and entertainment. In
addition to the get-acquainted social hour,
the welcome luncheon, two breakfasts,
and several food breaks, sponsored events
included the second annual animal-careand-control "Olympic Games" on Thurs-

day evening and a "Meet Us at the Beach"
party on Friday evening.
These social events enabled participants to meet colleagues and share experiences. "I think the expo offers animalcare-and-control personnel across the nation one of the best opportunities to network that l 've seen," said Ann Joly, executive director of The Humane Society of
Baltimore County (Maryland).
In addition to ALPO Petfoods, sponsors included Animal Care & Equipment
Services; ARCO Chemical Company;
Campbell Enterprises; C. Specialties,
Inc.; CYCLE Shelter Cash-In Plan; Grizzard Advertising, Inc.; The JAMS Company; InfoPet Identifi cation Services,
Inc. ; Kennel Pak, Inc.; L.W. Robbins Associates; PETCO ; PETsMART; SharLine/Schroer Mfg. Co. ; and Vortech Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
For most registrants, attending Animal
Care Expo '94 involved missing a few

days of work and paying for transportation, lodging, and some food. for individuals and humane agenci es alike, the expo
was a major investment in training for
better job performance, meeting other
people in the field, and learning about
helpful products and services. lt was an
investment that will pay bi g dividends in
improving the lives of animals and helping the people who work to protect them.
"This expo has been one of the most
exciting and informative four days I have
ever spent," wrote a participant on the expo evaluation form. "Thank you so much
for keeping the price reasonable, for the
excellent workshop content, and for inspiring me to continue my volunteer
adoption program."
The HSUS 's fourth annual Animal
Care Expo is scheduled for March 30April 2, 1995, at the Hyatt Orlando in
Florida.-Geoffi'ey L. Handy, editor, Shelter Sense

I
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Zip _ __

Mail in confidence to: J\'l urdaugh S. Madden, Vice President/ Senior Counsel, The Humane Society of the United States 2100 L
St. , N\~~ Washington, DC 20037.
'
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MARINE MAMMALS

Disaster Strikes the MMPA
Congress deals blow to animal protection
he sometimes acrimonious battle to
reauthorize the Marine Mammal
Protection Act of 1972 (MMPA)
.:-nded on April 29, 1994. The result is a
' rus hing blow to many animal-protection
3Ild conservation groups. Although Con"' ss set up an acceptable system to reduce the number of marine mammals ac'id ntally killed and injured in commer~ ia l fis heries, and for the first time added
language providing protection for critical
habitat, it tampered with the MMPA's fundamental intent. The MMPA is no longer
a strong law intended to protect marine
mammals; it is a weakened law intended
to manage marine mammals fo r human
xploitation and to satisfY greed.
For more than a year and a half, The
HSUS and others in the Marine Mammal
Protection Coalition struggled to ensure
that the system governing commercial
fis heries would significantly and quickly
reduce marine-mammal deaths and in-

JUnes resulting from net entanglements
and other accidents. We were largely successful, and the new system requires th at
a mortality rate approaching zero be
achieved by the end of seven years .
However, at the last minute, members
of Congress, notably Reps. Don Young,
Jack Fields, W. J. Tauzin , and Jolene
Unsoeld and Sen. J. James Exon, heavily
influenced by the hunting lobby, commercial fisherie s, and the captive-marinemammal-di splay industry, inserted provisions into the MMPA reauthorization bill
that substantially altered its character in
three respects.
The first and most di sturbing provision
legalizes the importation of polar-bear
trophies from Canada. Sport hunting of
polar bears is ill egal in four of the five nations, including the United States, that
have polar-bear popul ations. Only Canada
allows hunting, through native-subsistence permits which the government is-

The skin of a Canadian polar bear killed by an Inuit hangs on an outdoor.fi'ame. Canadian law allows native people to sell native-subsistence hunting permits to non-natives.
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sues to natives to allow them to kill polar bears strictly for traditional uses, but
which natives can legally sell to nonnative hunters- for as much as $20,000.
Few Americans hunt polar bears in
Canada because they have not been able
to bring back the animals ' skin s and
stuffed heads. The change in the law will
promote pol ar-bear trophy hunting by
wealthy Americans and will give Canada an increased incentive to raise its annual kill quota.
Strong-arm tactics from the wealthy
trophy-hunting lobby overwhelmed the
efforts of The HSUS and others to remove
the polar-bear provision from the bill. The
MMPA now condones and makes easier a
frivo lous sport hunt having absolutely no
biological justification. The polar bear, already in perfect balance with its remote
Arctic environment, will now be "managed," subject to the capricious and senseless whims of those who kill for the joy of
killing.
The second troublesome provision
promotes the "management" of harbor
seals and California sea lions. These two
species are among the few marine mammals whose populations are doing well.
Fishermen as a result have made them
the scapegoats for the crash in salmon
populations on the U.S . West Coast.
Overfishing and habitat degradation are
the true cause of the decline, but a new
provi sion will allow state governments to
apply for permission to direct the shooting of "nuisance" sea lions, who have
learned to catch salmon as they enter
fish ladders on dams and locks. The provision also authorizes the federal government to conduct studies to determine if
seals and sea lions are reducing fish
stocks in general. The provision could
eventually provide a legal justification
for wholesale slaughter of seal pups to
limit populations. It is appalling that the
law that once helped to stop the harp seal pup massacres in Canada now has provisions that could in the future lead to similar government-sanctioned seal slaughter
in the United States.
Finally, despite our tireless efforts to
enlighten the public and the federal government on the problems inherent in holding marine mammals in captivity, MMPA
11

protections deliberately have been withheld fro m these vulnerable animals. Captive marine mammals have been under the
joint jurisdiction of the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), which is responsible for enforcing the MMPA and
whose staff has expertise in the marinemamma l field, and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS), which is responsible for enforcing the Animal Welfare Act and whose infrastructure is
geared to the inspection of animal facilities. However, an amendment authored by
Representative Young and Senator Exon
essentially relieves the NMFS of responsibility for captive marine mammals, leaving only the understaffed, overworked,
and inexpert (in this particular area)
APHIS to oversee their treatment.
The HSUS is certain that captive marine manm1al s will suffer as a result of
these changes. Inadequate faciliti es and

dangerous swim-with-the-dolphins programs will proliferate , because APHIS
historically has enforced regulations poorly. The new MMPA provisions specifically allow animals to be transferred bought.
sold, imported, and exported \\·ithout any
oversight. Although NMFS fom1erly regulated the captive-marine-mammal industry in all of these actions. that industry
will now be allowed to police itself The
restrictions governing the taking of dol phins and whales fi·om the wild haw been
replaced by the requirement that the taker
have only a license to exhibit. Congress
has essentially abandoned the e animals
to the care of an industry whose rimary
motivation is commercial exploitation .
The HSUS is particularly disappointed
in the actions of Rep. Gerry E. Studds.
chairman of the House subconm1inee responsible for the admini stration of the
MMPA. A strong fri end of aninlals in the
past, he has now allowed the pro-hunting

special interests to influence unduly hi s
dec isions regarding the MMPA reauthol;zation bill. Although he defended habitat protection (for which we have applauded him), he has by action sold out
hundreds of bears, seals, and captive marine mammals.
In contrast, Sen. John F. Kerry, chairman of the Senate subcommittee responsibl e fo r the MMPA, tried valiantly to save
the polar bears. We offer our heartfelt
thanks for his efforts. We would also like
to thank Rep. Peter Deutsch for introducing an amendment, ultimately defeated,
that would have negated the polar-bear
provision, and Reps. Arthur Ravenel,
Elizabeth Furse, Dan Hamburg, and Anna
Eshoo for contesting strongly the polarbear provision 's language in committee.
The HSUS will now do everything
possible to undo the damage that has been
done.- Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D., HSUS
marine mammal scientist
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U.S. IMPOSES
SANCTIONS
n April in an unprecedented move, parts m;:e used in traditional medicines.
Preside~t Bill Clinton reversed hi s
The international trade in the species is
earher . decision and imposed trade banned by the ~ Convention on Intersanctions against Taiwan for its lack national Trade in Endangered Species of
of progress in eliminating illegal trade . Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). In
in tigers and rhinos. This marks the first. September ~ITES asked the 122 coun~
rime any president has used economic tries that have signed the CITES treaty to
sanctions under the Pelly Aillendment to . consider imposing trade sanctions on
the U. S. Fishermen's Prot.ective Act to Taiwan and China to force them to comprotect any endangered species. Last year ply with the CITES ban. The United
the presiaent declined to impose trade States is the only nation so far to heed
sanctions on Taiwan to provide the coun- CITES 's call to action.
rry with a final opportunity to reduce efSanctions are the result of the process
ectively its tradein rhino and .tiger pm:ts established under the seldom-used Pelly
(see the Winter 1994 HSUS News) . Ac- Amendment (or "Pelly"), which allows the
cording to the president, import p'ropibi- U.& secretary of the interior (who governs
rions are now necessary because Taiwan the trade in wildlife) or the U.S. ·secretary
has not ·demonstrated "measurable, verifi- of commerce (who governs the trade inable and substantial progress" in reducing volving fisheries, including . whales) to
ill egal trade in tiger
"certify" a country.
and rhino products.
He/she indicates to
Approximately five
the president' that
thousand tigers and
·"nationals· of a forten thousand rhinos ,
eign country, directremain in the wild
ly . or indirectly, are
worldwide.
engaging in trade or
The . president's
taking which dim_in.: :
ac tion f o 11 owe d
islies the effectivemonths of internaness of any international and domestic
tional program _for
sc rutiny of conendangered or thniat' servation problems ·
en~d species." Upon
caused by the illegal
receipt of the secreinternational trade
tary's certification,
in tiger · and rhino
the - Qresident may
parts. Tiger populadjrect. the U.S. sections. have declined
retary of the treaby 95 percent in this
sury to prohibit the
century, and rhino
importation into the
populations have
United States of any
dropped by- 90 petproducts from the
cent in just the past
country for
two decades. Both
~ any lengtp of time
species are poached Tiger populations have declined by the president deterto supply lucrati¥e · 95 percent in the twentieth century: mines to be appromarke.ts in Asia, only three thousand Bengal tigers, priate.' ·
where their body such as this one, remain in the wild.
The Pelly has

I

..

been used a handful of times to certify
copntries that were violating the ~haling ··
rules set out by the Intemational Whaling
Commission (IWC). Last year, for exam~
pie; Norway was certified by the secretary of commerce for violating the IWC
· moratorium on whaling. Certification
alone has acted in the past' as a powerful
negotiatin g tool in dialogues between the
United States and countries that undermine U. S. efforts to ,protect endangered
species. However, adhering to the pattern
of previous Pelly certifications, President
Clinton declined to impose trade sane-

commerce). The successful use -of the
Pelly on Taiwan has already spawned the
submissiop of several petitions to the secretary of the.i'nterior asking that he certify
countries for their illegal trade in -bears,
orangvtans, gibbons, leopards, and sea
turtles.
The decision to impo ~e trade sanctions
against a country is g1ways a complex political proces's for the United States . Many
believe that the circumstances allowed for
a more Clear-cui deci sion about the imposition of ·Pelly- trade sanctions against
Taiwan. Rhinos and tigers are certainly

For the horn, the entire rhino is sacrificed . Unlike the tiger,
all of whose parts are
used commercially,
only the rhino's horn
is shaved into powder (inset, center) for
Asian medicines and
other products (inset,.
above).

Even the· tiny horn of a baby rhinoceros is valuable to poachers, who sell the
·
horn (or use in traditional Asian remedies. --

tions against Norway. HSUS/HSI be. lieves that, when countries do not respond to the threat of trade' sanctions by
addressing 'wildlife problems, the United
States must consistently follow through.
with trade sanctions. Otherwise, the ·
threat of these sanctions will not be takyn
seriously, and the Pelly will lose its value
as a negotiating tool.
Until now the PeTly has never been utilized to protect animals other than marine.
mammals. Indeed, the secretary of the interior had never before certified any counc
try u~der the Pelly (all previous certifications· had been made by the secretary of
14

facing extinction within the next decade
unless something is done to stop their
poaching -for the AsianiUedicinal trade;
Taiwan is the 'l<J,rgest . consumer of rhino
and tiger products;·Taiwan is not considered' strategically important to the United cently taken a severe beating from the'e n'states from..an economic or political-point vironmental community for not imposing
of view (unlike China, which was also trade sanctions against Norway for its
'
certified, but not sanctioned); Taiwan is whaling practices.
The United·States is the major marketnot a member of CITES and cannot become one, because it is not recognized by . place .for Taiwan's electronic equipment,
the United Nations; CITES had specifi- clothing, and housewares- trade w9rth
cally asked · all countri es to consider im- about $2). L billion annually. However, the
posing trade sanctions on Taiwan; and fi - president's trade sanctions will only affect
nally, the Clinton administration had re- the importation of Taiwanese wi ldlife
· HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994 '

products. Such products, including shoes Pr~sident Clinton has imposed trade ancmade from reptile skins, coral and shell tions on Taiwan, we urge the president to jewelry, and tropical fish, have
com~ do the same to China, \ here the trade in
bined worth of perhapsJ 25 millioh annu- rhinos and tigers rages on. In the meanally. Under the Pelly, the president may time, we urge consumers to boycott proddecide to expand trade sanctions to ill- -ucts made in Taiwan in order to bolster:
elude other products if Taiwan do~s not the impact of the president's decision.
make progress in C1Jftailing its illegal - Teresa M Telecky, Ph.D , associate di- A tiger-skull ashtray: the U.S. hopes
rector, Wildlife and Habitat· Protection, sanctions will make Taiwan reduce
trade in rhinos and tigers.
illegal trade in tiger parts.
Although HSUS/HSI is pleased that HSUS

a
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A harp seal pup eyes
a photographer on
the sea ice of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, off
Quebec's Magdalen
Island. The infamous
seal hunt" has cast a
long shadow over
Canada's reputation
for more than thirty
years.

0
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HSICANADA

SEAL HUNT
TAKES TOLL
or more than three decades,·
Canada's annual seal hunt has
cast a long shadow over its international reputation, and the hunt
continues to lock the people
who kill the seals into a seemingly endless cycle of economic despair.
Recently Canatiiims were treated to ·
graphic evidence that the annual seal
hunt, which runs from November to May,

F
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·has never really ended. Banner headlines
in newspapers, accompanied by docu-menting photographs, drew worldwide attention to Canada's encouragement of the
export of seal penises to China ·and other
Asian countries to be used in the preparation of aphrodisiacs.
One export deal, reportedly involving
50,000 male seals, will · net about
$735,000 (U.S. funds). When divided by

the number of licensed sealers involved,
that GOmes to an average gross return of
only about $97 per sealer. (Even if ea<,:h
entire seal carcass were util ized commercially, a sealer would receiv,e only about
$242.) This is hardly enough to satisfy the
dignity of the sealer and much less than
enough to justify the cruelty inflicted on
.,_
the seal!
In similar rushes·for short-terrnprofits,
·species such as the great auk, 'the Atlantic
walrus, ' the sea mink, and the passenger
p(geon have been driven to extinction
along the east coastofCanada.
The economy of Canada 's east coast
has always been propped up by equalization funds contributed by other parts of
Canada. Any politician or economist ad"
vocating a strong,- diversified economic
base built upon a strategy of shifting comrriercial exploitation from bne species to
the next is engaging in · an exercise
doomed to fail. The only sure path to reorganization is to lay a strong foundati9n
based upon economic diversification. The
sustainable, nonconsumptive use of
wildlife and the environment through
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994 '

shot or clubbed. Millions of taxpayers'
dollars have been pumped into dubious
seal-product enterprises, ranging from the
'manufacture or . sealskin briefcases, to
feeding seal carcasses to foxes · un fur
farms, to ,the sale of seal pot pies. All of
these ventures have been expensive failures.

g

HSIAUSTRALIA

IWC APPROVES
WHALE SANCTUARY
atricia A. Forkan , HSI senjor Yice
president, attended an intersessional meeting of the International
Whaling Commission (IWC) in February. Ms. Forkan attended the meeting
as a member of the Uruted States· IWC
delegation. The meeting. on ):orfolk
Island, Australia, addressed the proposed establishment of a sanctuary in
the Antarctic for all whales.
Prior to the meeting. anti -,,·haling nations had been concerned that Japan and
other pro-whaling nations \\·ould be able
to scuttle t~e proposa l before it could be

P
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carefully plc:ilmed ecotourism is one element of that foundation.
A 199 T survey found that eight out of
ten Canadian~ supported the nonconsumptive use of wildlife and that they
were prepared to pay for it. Nonconsumptive activities, which.._pumped more
than $2.4 billion . into the economy, include camping, hikjng, canoeing, observing wildlife in natural surroundings, and
preserving species and their habitat.
' The east coast of Canada is made up of
a vast and majestic wilderness. Canadians
have a favorable exchange rate with many
foreign cuiren9ies. With careful controls
_ in place and the .use of creative marketing
techniques, what is to prevent them from
taking advantage of this growth industry?
The seal hunt has, in one way or another, affected every Canadian. If the only
thing Canadians are prepared to learn
from past mistakes is how to blame someone else, the restructuring of the hard-hit
economy of Canada's east coast will never
succeed .•
Over the past six years, Canadian officials report that at least 382,137 seals were
HSUS NJWS • Summer 1994

HSI (Canada) is prepared to work together with the people of Atlantic coastal
Canada and local, provincial, a).ld federal
officials to develop viable alt~rnatives
that benefit people, wildlife, and ~he environment- Michael O'Sullivan, · direcfol',
HSI (Canada) · ·

presented at the IWC's annual meeting
in May. If the sanctuary proposal were to
be adopted by the ·rwc, it would effectively end plans by the Japanese government to kj!l tens of thousands of whales
over the next decade because it would
place off-limits the area in whi ch the
hunts were to be conducted.
Fmtunately, the pro-whaling forces
were held off. The sanctuary proposal
was approved by the IWC. A complete
report on this landmark decision will appear in the fall HSUS News.
Meanwhile, Norway and Japan continue to press the U.S. government to
support a resumption of commercial
whaling. The HSUS/HSI strongly opposes any such resumption.
D

Patricia Forkan, HSI senior vice president (seated, left),' was one of the representatives from animal-protection and conservation groups interviewed
by an Australian television crew on Norfolk Island.
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EU SAYS: NORWAY,
COME ON IN

Norway to whale conunercially while an
EU member.
HSI has been lobbying individual
country delegations, including those of
embers of the European Par- Germany and the United Kingdom,
li ~unent (EP) (who are elected
warning that Norway must not be perby European Union, or EU, citi- mitted quietly to gain this exempti on.
zens) cast an historic vote on May 4 None of the current twelve 1i1ember nawhen they agreed to invite Norway to tions of the EU whales commercially.
join the EU. Despite massive pressure
In late April, during a press conferfrom HSI and members of the EP ence held at the EP, Norwegian Prime
(MEPs) such as Tom Spencer, Anita Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland told
Pollack, and David M0rris, Norway re- MEPs that "Nordic countries have much
fused to give up commerci3l whaling as to contribute to the European nion on
a precondition to EU membership. such issues as the environment." In reInstead, the accession agreement signed sponse to a pointed question on conunerby Norway before the vote states only cial whaling raised by Mr. Morris, Ms.
that it will adhere to EU policies.
Brundtland said, "The objective of the
A potential loophole in those policies Norwegian whaling policy is to maintain
would make commercial whaling feasi- and restore whale populations and to reble for Norway. HSI must now make sure spect the European acquis [the treaty
that the European Commission, which agreement]." She announced that Nordrafts EU legislation, does not try to way would not export cetacean products
grant Norway a special exemption to the · to the EU or any other area of the world.
Habitats Directive, a major regulation "We will use [them] only domestically."
that protects species such as minke Just six months ago, Norway was embarwhales. Such an exemption would enable rassed by an attempted smuggling of 3.5

M

A Cape fur seal on the Namibian coast loses a struggle with a drift net: HSI
efforts have resulted in the European Parliament rejecting a French request
to use oversize drift nets for an additional fishing season.
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metric tons of minke whale meat from
Oslo to Pusan, South Korea, the port
closest to Japan.
If the EU membership invitation is
approved by Norwegian citizens in a
November referendum, Norway could be
seated as an EU member as early as
1995. Meanwhile, HSI will continue to
lead European efforts to keep Norway
from ttirning the EU into a commercial
whaling union.
HSI efforts have resulted in the EP firmly rejecting a French request to use oversize drift nets for one more year.
Attempting to defuse intense pressure
from animal-protection groups such as
HSI, the European Commission had
drafted what it believed was a compromise proposal on drift netting. It would
have permitted the French fleet to utilize
two 2.5-kilometer nets (a combined three '
miles long) for another fishing season,
but would require all European vessels,
including the French fleet, to cease using
drift nets of any size by the end of 1997.
While the proposal to eliminate all
such nets in the next three years was
good nc;.ws, HSI rejected the notion that
France should benefit pne more season
at the expense of dolphins and other sea
life. HSI went to work mobilizing ani mal-protection groups in Germany, the
Un ited Kingdom, and the United States.
MEPs received faxes, letters, and phone
call s asking them to block any special
privilege for the French fl eet. Working
closely with HSI, two senior members of
the German Bundestag, chairman of the
Environment Committee Wolfgang von
Geldern, Ph.D., and opposition party
leader for environmental matters
Deitrnar Schutz, added their efforts to
the anti-drift-net campaign by faxing
their colleagues in the EP The result was
a resounding defeat for the French fleet.
In the fall, efforts will intensify to hold
the EU to its other proposal: eliminate all
driftnet use by EU vessels by 1997.--,Betsy Dribben, European director, HSI
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At Ariima1 Care Expo '93, an HSUS news conference held to atmounce a one-year voluntary moratorium on the breeding of·companion animals brought
·
an overwhelming
media response.
Stories were carried by the Associated Press ,

tising and reported_a
~ increase. In response, The HSQS expanded its . efforts to educate
the public about the ClUelty iil_vOlved :itl Wearing fur.
The HSUS reprinted the popular Pocket Guide w
the Humane. Control of Wildlife in Cities and
Towns. We also Gontinued to produce publications
and seminars that disseminated ·information on
solving problems with urban W1ldlife.

ge,

Reut~rs, Ladies
f/O.fllt!. Journ al,

ON COMPANION-ANI-

and Vegeta rian
Times. Staff members made appeantnces on Cable News NetworK; CBS, NBC,
and National Pub~ lie Radio. USA
Today mentioned
the moratorium on its front page.
To ,tWblicize. the . J:>li~~t of captive marine mammals, TheHSUS and Time Warner, .Inc., sponsored
a special screening for Washington officials of Free
Willy, the: hit movie about a boy and a captive orca.
The HSUS also held a news conference to call for
an enq to the capture of.~hales for public display.
The HSUS's workhelping animals in disasters
was mentioned in the ·Washington Post and National
Geographic. Our monitoring of the Iditarod International Sled Dog Race was cited in USA Today,
the Christian Science Monitor, the Los Angeles
Times, and on both the ssociated Press and United
Press International
. nal wire services.
TheHSUS News,
society's full-color quarterly magazine, continued its tradition as the society's
premier communications vehicle. The News
brought to HSUS members detailed reports on major progr;un initiatives. itt the United States and other countries. The Animal Activist Alert, the society's
activist and legislative newsletter, kept its readers up
to date on federal and state legislation and supplied
information to help themwrite letters on a variety
of animal-protection iss).les.
The HSUS producectscores of new materials, including advertisements .dn large-circulation magazines, brochures designed for distribution to a national audience, conference displays, and promotional items. Our many new programs were supp01ted
by ma~erials reinforcijl~J~e corporate itnage of The
HSUS. Tens of thousarids of copies of our perennial
best-sellers on responsible pet ownership were sent
to individuals and humane societies.
Over the past five years, The HSUS helped bring
about .a .sharp declinei~ the fur industry, but in
1993 the fur industt;yiJJ.yested major fuilds in adver-

·ore
mental organ~ations
and habitat.
Through its .''Eyes of the.Ea~h" nrn.o-r<om.
Kind provide(}.{~~I?era~ to ·· · ·
countries from ' IJ)donesia ·
those groups ti:5' docmnent
animals and habitats to influence decision makers.
Earth Kind's ,Campaign for.;.Environrnentat Jus.,
tice took significant steR_~ toward )inKing . ...
for cultural d}v,~rsity witb- u
or bio
versity, especiatly in situati
ere th .
indigenous peoples are thre
ed by non~ustain•
able development projects.

Humane S

lntel'D.atio

Society Int
onal (HS
·ch•
is The HSUS abroad, more tQfm doubled
CIety's international operations and influence.
HSI's Mexican dog-sterilization program began
field studies in Oaxaca using. a chemical sferilant,
·ch showedj}otential for
.ld~
wide human
g~population control. HSl
tked
in Cozumel to develop a spay/neuter program for
that island's wild-dog packs and continued to .fund a
low-cost spay/neuter program in Ajijic. In several
Mexican regiQI!S,investigations were launched ,into
farm-animal slaughter practices.
In 1993 Hum
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been snatched from her horne in Yellowstone National Park, only to be placed in a research lab in
Washington State. We had publicized her plight and
requested repeatedly that she be released to a
wildlife sanctuary. In 1993 Bear #134 was .~~~~-:"·J·>·.
sent to a zoo, a real improvement for this populaf
animal.
The HSUS visited livestock markets across the

CRUELTY INVESTIGATIONS
AN.D REGiONAa. OFFICES
After more than ·· ·
years in a laboratory,
#1
finally
o a new hol;lle. The bear
HSUS NEWS •
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.; ,r...emnlcKy Derby and met with prominent members
of the racing community to reiterate our concerns
about the treatment of race horses.
The HSUS also continued its efforts to expose
cruelties associated 'vith the greyhound-racing inaustry. In two separate investigations, The HSUS
was responsible for the arrest and conviction of
greyhound trainers \'.no transported and sold over
one thousand jackrabbits a month to greyhound
trainers in four states who presumably were to use
the rabbits as live lures.
HSUS investigators monitored all major postOlympics equestrian three-day events conducted in
this country. Evenring's governing body adopted
of our recommendations to eliminate falls
"'"'.."'"' to horse and riders, but we believe more
c.t~abng(~S are needed.
Following our three-year campaign to uncover
abusive elephant-handling practices at the :Milwaukee County Zoo, the county executive ordered the
wo 's three remainAsian elephants
and its
Asian elephant exhibit closed.
The HSUS sent
an investigative team
lo Zimbabwe to expose its wildlifemanagement policies, which are driving African rhinos
and elephants to extinction.
, HSUS/HSI undertook a campaign
to expose the cruelties of the international primate
trade. Our research revealed that the United States
is the largest importer of primates in the world, us~
ing them in laboratory research. Indonesia carne un~
der increasing international pressure to ban the export of wild-caught primates.
The HSUS 's ten regional offices assisted in the
coordination of emergency services for animals and
their owners affected by natural disasters and other

H$Q$>Q.tt1EF SXICl.ll'IVE

$~Iii-reo IIIJ • ~ • a.rr

crises. Staff members from the Midwest, North the closing of Rhode Island' .. . ater Park Zoo and
Central, Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast regional of- the relocating of its animals. The West Coast office
fices were part of an HSUS task force working in successfully gained passagt},Jlf . a Cal·ifomia: · law
the flopd-ravaged are~s along the Mississippi and banning the killing of confined\vildlife in ''caimed
Missqtl):j,_Rivers. The II§PS Southeast office partic- hunts" and prohibiting zoos frqm selling surplgs anipated in the Florida Animal Disaster Protocol imals to hunting ranches. Tli¢ Gulf States office
Committee to develop a state plan for tending to an- was instrumental in the pas§a.ge of an A.rlq;11.Sas
County, Texas, ordinance banning the eXhibition
imals during emergencies.
Staff from the Great Lakes office testified in the and ownership of exotic
''
prosecution resulting
The regional offices
from a dogfight raid 1 source of training and
in which 120 felony people in local humane
anests were made. agencies and from re
In Colorado a twen- staff participated in more
ty-one-month- long ences, workshops, and
investigation con ducted with HSUS
assistance resulted
in a raid on a dog- In an effort to prevent the 'ft}ll):ls1:ate:mem
fight that was in hunting and the lethal
~ progress. Staff from Alaska, The HSUS wrote
~ the Southeast, Mid- nor Walter Hickel, sent
~ Atlantic, and Mid members, and called for a
west offices assist- of the wolf slaughter.
ed a Florida shetiff's office in raiding a dogfight at
The HSUS has been at the forefront in supportwhich si({.ty-four individuals were arrested.
ing research into immunocontr[lception, a s
d
The J:ISUS regional offices attacked the puppv- effective form of wildlife-.fi ·
contr
mill problem ill Montana, Missouri, and Tennessee, contraception project was
on'
helping local officials to prosecute suspects and free-ranging white-tailed deer gn Fire Isla
confiscate dogs.
York, and The HSUS participated in a large-'scale
The Northern Rockies office was instrumental in field test on wild horses in +'fevada. We began a
the amending of Montana's anti-cruelty statute to model suburban
make a.second animal:cJ;Uelty offense a felony. The resident deer population.
New England office, which was relocated to Hali- plus-animal problems ih
fax, Vem1ont, worked for the passage of two land- tion was applied to more than thirty-five "'ll''·""t'""'·Jtu
mark bills: one in Rhode Island requiring steriliza- t\venty-five zoos.
"tion of any dog or cat adopted from a shelter or
The HSUS strongly oppos~d efforts to change
other adoption group, and one in New Hampshire the interpretation of the
nvention on U!tt;Jfestablishing a spay/rieuter fund for animals adopted national Trade in Endanger
ecies ofWildFaufrom state shelters.
na and Flora (CITES) in order;tP allow iuternat~Qp.al
The regional offices monitored and improved the trade in species such as ele.Philnts, rhip.os,'~llhi m
quality of local animal sheltering and control panzees, and whales. We worked to obtain Uiternathrough shelter visits and evaluations and other ac- tional and domestic trade sanCtions on countries
tivities ....The regional offices also directed efforts to- that violated CITES by ign
]legal b:[lil
·
·
··
ward the protection ofhorses. The Mid-Atlantic no and tiger parts:
office launched a campmgn to prevent the reintroWith the HSUS Wildlife ~efuge Reform oduction of a diving-mule act in Atlantic City. The alition and the Conservation Endowment Fund; The
New England office worked toward the passage of HSUS continued to lead in the effort to reform the
much-needed legislation to regulate the carriage- National Wildlife Refuge System, federal land§ eshorse trade in Massachusetts. Staff also monitored tablished as inviolate sanct.uaties for wildlife:• We
the annual pony penning and swim in Chinco- focused our lobbying efforts on changes to legislateague, Virginia.
tion introduced in the U.S. Senate that would elimiThe Mid-Atlantic office lodged its twentieth an- 1 nate many harmful uses of refuges but would also
nual protest against deer htmting at the Great endorse their consumptive recreational uses. The
Swamp :t:Jational WildVfe Refuge. Regional efforts HSUS contin~~? . to fight for tlie reintroducti9~ of
blocked the holding of.fl. black-bear-hunting season wolves into Yellowstone National Park, and we.proin Florida, a dove-hunting season in Ohio, a porcu- vided testimony supporting increased habitat propine-hunting contest in .Montana, a pigeon-control tection for critically endangered grizzly bears and
shoot in Tennessee, and an aerial coyote hunt in Florida panthers. We sued the federal government
to ensure proper enforcement of the End[lngered
Texas, and also blocked a bear-hunt-with-dogs bilL
The +'few England 'bffice played a central role in Species Act (ESA) internationally.
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The HSUS aggressively pursued instances that
exemplified the .destructiveness of the confinem~nt
experit;ncedby · animals. We focused considerable attention
of marine mamin captivity, particul
the reauthorization
Protection Act.
on the cruelties experienced by marinemahunals in captivity and the high
mortality of marine mammals resulting from commercial-fishing operations.
The "Beautifulz.Choice'' campaign to promote
consumer u~e}:>fcosmetics and other personal~care
productspot ,.iested' on animals was supported by
thirty"four
. and thirty celebrities inifs
its anti-fur ··
third ··
designed to reach
still wear fur. We pl
in New York City, large
pairited
Los Angeles's Stmset Strip,
and an .animat~d sign in New York City's popular
Times Square during the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays.
·
As. part of the ':Year of the Cat" campaign,
cosponsored by'[Qe. ijSUS, materials were distribc
uted nationwi · +Jocal. shelters and campai.gn
itemswe~;e
aJe to the public.
...
The.HS
the third week in Septem
"National Far
als Awareness Week" to educate the public on .the fascinating behavior offarm
animals. We launched efforts to inform the public
about the plight ofbattery-caged hens and to show
how environmental degradation, farm-animal mistreatment, and human~health concerns are interre"
lated. We convipced several major supermarket
chains to s~n eggs from uncaged hens and placed
outdoor sigris ·
' ·or U.S. cities. A grass-root~ or~. developed to reach '""'f>·~·~·u~"
ganizing sti:ate
of the · publi
likely to alter
eating habits.
The HSUS .testified at the U.S. Department .of
Agriculture (USDA) public hearing in support of
new, less meat-oriented dietary guidelines and to
advocate the use . of locally grown food fi:om 1mmane, sustainable farms in school cafeterias.
Our "Be a P.A.L.-Prevent A Litter" campaign
educated pet owners about the importance of spaying and neutering. Our "Until There Are None,
Adopt Ope" .ca · · continued to promote' adoptions of homeles
als from shelters. TheHSUS
became a foundirig Board member of the Natiorial
Council on Pet Population Study and Policy, created
to develop statistical data to help measure pet overpopulation and evaluate strategies for curbing it.
Shelter Sense educated thousands of animal-careand-control personnel about issues and programs related to protecting animals at the local level.
Hundreds of animal-care and -control professionals attended .our. Animal Care Expo '93, the animal-protectionfieJg's largest trade show and educa.:
tion conferenq~;:,<fWiciparits met with repre?

a
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tives of nearly one hundred suppliers and chose from among "almost thirty training nv'L'""'''v~•o.
The HSUS assisted

vices consultation program guided local governments and nonprofit agencies on subjects such
as improving animal-care procedures and building a new animal
shelter. We provided information
to thousands of individuals.,:and
media outlets on subjec
·ng
from traveling safely wit
to
the benefits of adopting ol
and dogs.
YOUTH- AND HIGHilR~OUCATION PROGRAMS

Center for Respect of Life and Environment
The Center for Respect of Life and Environment
(CRLE) responded to more than 1)00 requestsJor
information regarding careers ' and educational
portunities in fields involvingw()rking for
and the environment and fo&,,J11formation
that faculty and students cantmd5''to " .·
colleges by making them niofe e.nviro11111entall
sponsible. Workshops were conducted on thirteen.
college campuses to promote Eatih literacy and humane sustainable practices.
Earth Ethics, CRLE's quarterly journal, provided
substantive articles on eco-feminism; humane sus~
tainable agriculture; the greenipg of business; rui!i
the ecological foundations for an Earth ethic.
CRLE brought together more than ninety
and religious leaders to e~plore effective .•·r,.,t.mt'•"n
al responses tO the CUffente1lyfrorimental vUaLU\OJcl~V
Representatives of the reli~ous, Pmrirrmt~1Pnb
and animal-proteCtiOn COlUmUllitieS Were ~0TlVP.11P.l1
by CRLE to provide input into the design of a ·
and study guide on ethical relations to other creatures. Filming was completed for a video on the life
and thought of James Herriot Award-winner Father
Thomas Berry, CP, Ph.D. . "

National Association
lor Humane and
Environmental
Education
The National Association
for Humane and Environmental Education
(NAHEE), The HSUS's
youth-education division,
added KIND News Primary to its award-winning
family of children's publications.
The readership of
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. E HUMANE SOCIETY OF

THtt ~J~.<~t-fED

·fi'I~ANCIAL OPERATIONS REPO~T .FOR

ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1993

. ... TES

THJ¥ YEAR
.

Contributions t(} The HSlJS are tmc-dedt:Jcti
St;ltement of Financial Position onDec~tmber 3 ,,
-,;c

· Assets

Unrestricted
Fu'nds

Cash and
Cash Equivalents
Receivables,
Deposits, and
Prepaid Expenses
Investments
Fi.JCed Assets

Restricted
Fimds

Endinvment
Funds

Annuity
Funds
$100,600

;359,152
· 70,653

(18;290)
2,49992

(660,895)
3,681 ,207

Total Assets

$3,120,912

Liabilities
Fund Balances

$3, 120,912

Total Liabilities
and Fund Balances

$3,120,912

Statement of Revenue
Revenue

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

End~\Vment Annuity
~nds

Funds

Trust
Funds

2,451
Bequests
Investment Income~,
Sale of Literature · ··
and Other Income

5;$59

$110,000

3";528
2,182,199

280,547

$237,725

80
$390,627

Total Revenue

$237,725

Expenditures
Animal-Protection
,,;.·
Programs:
Public Bducafion,
Membe ·· formation,"an
Cruelty lnv
ations
and Regional Offices
Wildlife, Anir!ia1-Habitat,
and Sheltering Programs
Youth and Hi ,.
BducatiQ
Legal Assist
,
igation, Legislation and
Government Relations
Bioethics and
Farm Animals
Gifts and Grants to Otber
Humane Organizations
Payments to Annuitants
Supporting Services:
Management and General
Membership
Development
Fund-raising
Total Expenditures

Excess of Revenue
Over Expenditures

2;561,588
2,189,961
. ,724

$160,787
1,881 ,015

26,935

2;721,891

r;68!;4bo

$20,576,819
$2,653,962

The Society's audited frnancial statements are available upon
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1,049,507

1,049,507

$187,722

continued to work for better
Welfare Act (AWA) regulations
animals in laboratories. We
USDA's appeal of our 1992 vicAWA protection to millions
rats, and birds used in laboratoUSDA had denied our adminiscalling upon the agency to
rnrnnt'f>hf'n"'Ve annual reports On
research.
HSUS expanded its efforts to rethe use of animals in higher educaWe produced educational materials
tudents and teachers, spoke at several
conferences and on college earnpresented The HSUS 's message in
and provided information and
to scores of university students
alternatives to harming animals.
We testified on USDA appropriations
for ADC, animal care under the AWA, and
implementation of the Organic Standards
Act, as well as on appropriations for the
National Institutes of Health's National
Toxicology Program, which investigates
alternatives to animal testing. The HSUS
testified on DOI appropriations for the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
BLM and for a wild-horse imrnunocontraception program.
HSUS
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AS TV CREWS FILM, THE

HSUS'S KEN .JOHNSON
ASSISTS

A

FLORIDA

SHERIFF

DURING

DOGFIGHT RAID.

#

hunted and against efforts in Washington
and Mim1esota to allow
animals to be seized
from shelters and u
for research or oth
exploitative activities.
Our breeder-moratorium kit provided
activists with useful
materials. We supplied
more than seven thousand state legislators
with our model breeding-moratorium r,esolption: We were able to raise to
nineteen the num
· ~tates .with spay/neuter laws.
The Office
eneral Counsel responded to
a request by ther'(exas attorney general for assistance in interpreting 'the Pet Theft Act, an amendment to the AWA.
A central role of the Office of the General Counsel is to provide legal assistance and support to other HSUS departments and programs. The Office of
the General Counsel also provides services to humane societies and RSUS members across the nation, supplying advice, guidance, research, and ma",fit.rials. The Office• · ~General Counsel provides
•· infQrmatio:n to nie
·iegarding bequests, an importimt cornerstone
e financing of The HSUS 's
programs and activities.

o

U:U!THIC$. AMP

FARM ANiMA$..$
We provided staffing and expertise for our freerange egg campaign in major supeqnarkets in selected cities. For
"F
Animals Awareness
we prepared reports deittl~-known aspects of
fanli ..animal behavior, sociability,
and intelligence. Unking consumer concerns about the safety
of food, the state of the environ- .
ment, the welfare of farm animals, and the viability of family
farms and ranches, our Humane
Consumer and Producer Guide
wasalandmarkin the movemen
',to .establish hun1ane sustainabl
e:llationwide.
e ideological opposite o
L....::,.__=---_ _...,....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, , ·' humane sustainable agriculture
was embodied in the federal
government's approval of rBGH, which we vehemently opposed. Our work on organic-livestock standards helped to keep humane husbandry practices on
WILLS TENDS TO A REStbe agenda during deliberations over national organic-livestock standards. 'The long-standing opposition
CUED BEAR CUB IN
of the organic-farming movement to the confinement of farm anim
ore :fruit in the inclusion of
AlASKA.
of the nation's organic stau,t
living conditions as
26

ciety's assets, '""""'"'·' ck'
accordance with
the financial records
practice and to meet '"''v""lftf~U" "'a.'....quirements. The uv<>:>uJ.vJ.
nually by an l deJJendellt('~~I'Iit}e,cf"'public
tant, and a report is
The society u .. a ,mw'J.U"
ington, D.C.; an
Maryland; ten
mane Education
The society's
tors, who are elected by
HSUS merchandise, an assqrtment of HSUS message checks, and an .HSUS credit card were made
available. Revenue to support-,T he HSUS 's program
efforts was generated throug!lJJ!~~e initiatives.
m·

,-"'*': - -.

ship dues and
from members and
and dedication, the
be possible. The society'
Jiterature describing :its on~l·l <t• :mo
to a constituency of two
people. The society =
provides information to the general public with the
intention of enlisting new members. ·

1>-RAIS•tt G·
a not-for-profit
the confidence of i
~ and donors
is to continue to generate ~re&ources required
operations. It does this prim~ly by educating the
public regarding The HSDS'smany activities on behalf of animals and the ways 'in which those efforts
have made a difference. Among the vehicles for
such information are the HSUS News, Close-Up Reports, and direct-mail communications. By making
these contacts and eucouragillg endowments, !egacies, and deferred gifts,
HSUS has succeeded
in enlisting tbe support
·ucreasing constituen~ cy tMt shares its concern.s.
bjectives.
•
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER

11

7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Registration
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

12

Resources, Rutgers University;
Walter C. Willett, M.D. ,Dr.P.H. ,
chairman, Department of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public
Health, Boston

What perils and progress will allimals face in the future?

8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Registration

At The HSUS's traditionalfull-length national confer-

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

ence, held every other year, we will bring into focus our

Good for You!
Choosing a Humane Diet

Noon
Luncheon for Forum
Attendees

9:00a.m.
Welcome/ Opening Remarks

Featuring Harvest Direct Burger
N' Loaf donated by Archer
Daniels Midland Company

Paul G. Irwin, president, HSUS
Patricia Forkan, executive vice president, H SUS, forum moderator

1:30 p.m.
Introductions

PRECO N FERENCE FORUM

·global mission on behalf of animals as the millennium
approaches. The Honorable Anita Pollack, member of the
European Parliament, will present our keynote address.
Prince Sadruddin and Princess Catherine Aga Khan of
TheBelleriveFourtdation will share our James Herriot
Award, and human- and animal-rights activist Henry
Spira will receive the Joseph Wood Krutch Medal.
Nationally recognized artist and lecturer Amy Freeman

Frances Moore Lappe, B.A., author, Diajor a Small Planet, and
Paul Martin DuBois, Ph.D. , coauthor \·vith Ms. Lappe of The
Quickening

ifAmerica: Rebuilding

tee, Litt.D., will be our conference moderator. A special

rectors, The Cen ter for
Democracy, Ver mont

presentation recognizing the importance of Maine's Bax-

Audience Questions

ter State Park and another introducing the new HSUS

10:00 a.m.
Coffee Break

Li,~ng

Wildlife Land Trust are also part of the agenda.

for You! Choosing a Humane Diet," inaugurates a new
strategy in our Eating with Conscience campaign. Frances
Moore Lappe (author of Diet for a Small Planet) and her
husband, Paul Martin Du Bois, Ph.D., will anchor a lively
and precedent-breaking forum program. At the end of
the day, we'll be treated to exhibitors' demonstrations of
their more humanely produced foods.

10:30 a.m.
Overview: To Farm Without
Harm and Choosing a Humane Diet-Bioethical Perspectives
Michael W Fox, D.Sc., Ph.D. , B.
Vet. Med., MRCVS, vice president, Farm Animals and
Bioethics, HSUS

10:50 a.m.
Panel Discussion: Our Food
Choices, Our Health, Our
Planet
Michael W Fox, D .Sc., Ph.D., B.
Vet. Med., MRCVS, moderator;
Joan Dye Gussow, Ed.D., author,
Chicken Little, Torno w Sauce and

Book signings and an ice-cream social will serve as the

Agriculture, Teachers College, Co-

leavening for a substantive four days' program. See what

lumbia University; David Ehrenfeld, M.D., Ph.D., author, Beginning Again: People &_N ature in the

else you fmd in our program that you can't miss.

Robert F. Welborn, Escj-, member,
Board of Directors, H SUS

Patricia Forkan

9:15a.m.
Address: Living DemocracyCreating a Humane America

Our N ation, Remaking Our Lives , di-

A preconference forum, first of a series entitled "Good

Remarks

New Millennium, School of Natural

New Directions for Food
Choices
Henry Spira, Coalition for NonViolent Food, New York

2:00p.m.
Panel Discussion: Food
Choices, Farmers, and the
Humane Marketplace
David Brubaker, \~ ce president,
PenAg Industries, Pennsylvania,
moderator; Melanie Adcock,
D.VM., director, Farm Animals,
HSUS; Peter Flint, Windy Ridge
Farm and The Organic Cow
Cheese Plant, Vermont; Leland
and Carol-Gay Eikermann, Eikermann Natural Foods Farms, Missouri; Gary Valen, M.A. , executive
vice president for programs, Kerr
Center for Sustainable Agriculture,
Oklahoma

4:00p.m.
Audience Questions: How to
Make Changes in Our Diets,
Communities
Patricia Forkan, moderator

4:30p.m.
Adjournment to
"Good For You!" Exhibits
Various companies >vill provide
cooking demonstrations and offer
opportunities to sample humane
products. The HSUS will have a
booth on "Choosing a Humane
Diet" and its egg campaign. Wellknown animal artist Woody Jack-

- n. O\\ner and president, Holy
Co": Inc., will sign merchandise
and speak with attendees. Attendees " ill also have the opportunity
~o meet and talk to representatives
o retai l producers and public-inll'rest groups about how to purchase humanely produced products, and authors and panelists will
be aYailab lc for book signing.

\VEDNESDAY, OCTOB ER

12

NA TIONAL CONFERENCE
PROGRAM

4:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Registration
7:00p.m.
"Good For You!" Exhibits
(continue<i)
Get Acquainted Social/Cash
Bar
THUR SDAY, OC TOBER

13

8:00 a.m.-3:30p.m.
Registration
9:00a.m.
Welcome/ Opening Remarks
K. William Wiseman, chairman,
Board of Directors, H SUS;
John A. Hoyt, chief executive,
HSU S; Paul G. Irwin, president,
HSUS; Amy Freeman Lee,
Litt.D. , member, Board of Directors, H SUS, program moderator
9:30a.m.
Keynote Address
The Honorable Anita Pollack,
member of the Europea n Parliament, London, England
10:15 a.m.
Coffee Break
10:15 a.m.-5:30p.m.
HSUS Marketplace
10:45 a.m.
Introductions
Paul G. Irwin
Panel: Companion-Animal
Overpopulation- Problems
and Approaches
Kenneth D. White, vice president,
Companion Animals and Field
Services, HSUS, moderator;
Kate Rindy, director, Overpopula-

tion Issues, HSUS; Diane Allevato,
executive director, Marin County
Humane Societ;\ California
1:30 p.m.- 3:00p.m.
Workshops
1. International Trade in
Animal Parts: A CITES Primer
(Bears, Rhinos, Tigers)
John W Grandy, Ph.D. ; Teresa
Telecky, Ph.D.
2. Lobbying Basics
Wayne Pacelle; Ann Church;
Martha Armstrong
3. Abandoned and Stray
Exotics: The New Dilemma
Kenneth D. 'vVhite; Ri chard H.
Farinato; David L. Pauli; Rachel
Lamb
4. Mid-Atlantic Rabies
Problems
Arnold F. Baer; Kate Rindy;
Nina Austenberg
5. Grass-roots Activism:
Empowering the Individual
Melanie Adcock, D.V.M.; H e nr~·
Spira
3:00p.m
Afternoon Refreshment Break
3:30 p.m .-5:00p.m.
Workshops
1. Increasing Shelter
Adoptions: Raising the
Profile of Shelter Animals
Arnold F. Baer; Nina Austenberg;
Kate Rindy
2. Alternatives to Animal
Testing: International Efforts
Martin L. Stephens, Ph.D.
3. Community-Supported
Agriculture
Michael W Fox, D .Sc., Ph.D., B.
Vet. Med., MRCVS; Robyn Van En
4. Pet-Theft Concerns: The
Issue and the Legislation
Rachel Lamb; Martha Cole Glenn;
Sally Fekety; Melissa Seide Rubin
5. Zoos from the Inside: Reality vs. Propaganda/Illusions
Richard H . Farinato
7:00p.m.
HSUS Wildlife Land Trust
Introduction/Overview
John W Grandy, Ph.D. , vice president, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, H SUS

Dessert Reception
(Ice cream donated by Ben & Jerry's Homemade)
Special Presentation : Honoring Ba.xter State Park
Welcome and Introductory
Remarks
Paul G. Irwin
FRID AY, OCTOBER

Special Consultant to the Secretary-General of the United i\'ations, Switzerland
10:00 a .m .
Coffee Break
10:00 a.m.-5:30p.m.
HSUS Marketplace
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8:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Registration
9:00 a .m.-5:00 p .m.
Ge neral Session
9:00a.m.
Welcome/Introductions
Amy Freeman Lee, Lin.D. ,
program moderator
9:15a.m.
Address
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, president, The Belleri\'e Foundation,

10:30 a.m.
Address: A Bit Less Body;
a Heap More Spirit
John A. Hoyt '
1:30 p.m .~3:00 p .m.
Workshops
I. Threats to Marine Mammals in tbe Wild and Captivity
John W Grandy, Ph.D.; Naomi A.
Rose, Ph.D.
2. Humane Solutions to
Urban Wildlife Problems
Nina Austenberg; Guy H. Hodge;
Allen Rutberg, Ph.D.

3. EarthKind
Jan:\.. Hanke Esq.; John A. Hoyt
4. Investigations: Rodeos/
Horse Racingllditarod
Virgini a Bollinger; Da,id K. \-\!"ills;
Michael \\"inikoff
5. Hunting, Trapping, and
Nonhunters' Rights
\Va)n e Pacelle: :\ rnold Baer;
Susan Hagood

3. Alternatives to
Animals in Education
Jonathan Balcombe, Ph.D.
10:30 a.m.
Coffee Break
10:30 a.m.-5:00p.m.
HSUS Marketplace
I I :00 a.m.-Noon
HSUS ANNUAL

3:30 p.m.-5 :00p.m.
Workshops
1. Humane Society
International
John A. H o~T: Da,id K.Wills
2. The lmi!Jible Fo rce in
Wildlife D estructio n:
State Wildlife Commissions
John\\: Gran~; Ph.D .: Wayne
Pacelle: usan Hagood
3. In the Regular Course of
D o ing Business: The Greening
of Local Humane Societies
Diane AlleYato
+. D isaster Relief: The HSUS's
Ongoing Commitment
:\ representatiYe from the
:\merican Red Cross; Frantz L.
Dantzler. Laura BeYa.t1
5 . The .'\eYY Creation:
Genetic Engineering Biotechn o logy
.\l.icbael \\: Fox. D . c., Ph.D., B.
'et. .\led.. .\ lRC\ 'S
HURD.\\", OCTOBE R
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9:00 a.. m .-10:30 a.m.
Workshop s
1. The Fatal Co nnection:
Child Abuse/Animal Violence
Randall Loc ~wood, Ph.D.; Debbie
Duel; Kenneth D . White; Diane
.-\l]e,·ato
2. The Co ntraception
Solutio n: Part I. Chemical
Sterilizati on-~ew Hope for
Dogs and Cats Worldwide
Kenneth D. \\"hite; Da,id K. Wills
Part II. Ne"Y Contraception
Techniques for Wildlife
Allen Rutberg, Ph.D.; Jay Kirkpatrick, Ph.D.

MEMBERSHIP MEETING

K. William Wiseman, chairman,
Board of Directors, HSUS,
moderator
Elections Committee
Report
Elections to the Nominating
Committee
Treasurer's Report
Paul G. Irwin, treasurer, HSUS
President's Report
Paul G. Irwin, president, HSUS

6:30p.m.
Reception/Cash Bar
7:30p.m.
Awards Banquet
Presentation of the
James Herriot Award
The Joseph Wood Krutch Medal
The Special Joseph Wood Kru tch
Medal
ADJOURNMENT

€arry The Humane Society
of the United States
VISA®€ard.
Here's a credit card you'll be p roud to
carry - because it helps you safeguard
animals all over the world, while you
save money. The Humane Society of
the-United States (.f-ISUS) and Marine
Midland Bank bring you The HSUS
VISA Card.
.

.

Witn The HSUS VISA Card, -you play
an important role in helping animals
everywhere. Each tinie you rm!ke a
purchase with yC.m r card, a contribution
is made to The Humane Sodety of the
United States toward tht;: protection , of all
animals, domestic and 't"ild; ·
,",'

'

9. 9% APR* Balance Tra:qsfer Bonus
Apply today and you cant~ke
advantage of our limited tiine offer
that lets you transfer balances from
your other higher-interest credit cars;ls
to your new HSUS VISA account - ·1 ,. ·
at a LOW 9.9% FIXEB APR! You'll
receive complete details on how tq 1.1se
this Balance Transfer Bonus upon
approval of your
Offer
through Decemb
~

any loan transactions or. balances will revert to the then aPI:>UGtDie
variable rate of 16.95% APR, and The HSUS VISA Gold
fotpur·ch3cses and
advances (loans). These variable rates are good through
30, 1
onv~nr,p< and Line of Credit checks and the standard $1.25 fixed transaction fee
or Automatic Teller Machine will be waived throughout the term of the 9.9%
HSUS VISA Classic Card is $20, for.The HSUS VISA Gold Card, $36.

LOOKING FOR LOVE
've spent the last fifteen years
working in local animal shelters, both private humane societies and municipal programs.
Set aside this fact- and its implications- because, one day
several years ago, I did.
At the time I was personally responsible for the daily operation of one of our
major cities' animal-care-and-control programs, making decisions that affected hundreds of thousands of animals. However, at
the very moment of this story, I was just an
average animal lover, dealing with one little dog who would soon change my life.
My wife and I and our eighteen-monthold daughter, Hannah Rose, were busily
living our lives in a pretty little San Francisco neighborhood. We were sharing our
home at the time with two great cats, "Lilly" and "Blanche." Blanche, the grande
dame of our household, was the product of
a neighbor's unplanned breeding of a family pet (fortunately, it was an educable
neighbor who soon learned the importance
of spaying/neutering companion animals).
Lilly was a stray, semi-wild kitten, adopted
as a hissy little ball of fluff from our local
humane society. Lilly had been raisedand tamed, in large measure- by an incredible dog named "Peaches."
Peaches had been the last of our family's
dog members, an amazingly sweet, seventy-pound creature who loved every animal
she ever met. Other dogs, cats, hamsters,
snakes, tm1les, birds, rabbits, guinea
pigs- all these and more had made her

motherly acquaintance. Sadly, Peaches
passed away just months before the birth of
our daughter. She would have been an extraordinary "aunt" and her death left a hole.
For many reasons we went dogless for
almost two years. Thoughts of a new dog
seemed somehow a betrayal of Peaches.
Life with our new daughter was wonderful
but also exhausting and challenging. We
desperately missed life with dogs, but we
were appropriately absorbed with our busy
lives. Then in walked "Ziggy."
Ziggy is nine pounds of heart, wrapped
in curly brown hair. He's probably toy poodle, with a sprinkling of Maltese. He was
three or four years old when I first met
him, and he was homeless.
Ziggy had been the companion of an elderly woman who was institutionalized after suffering a stroke, at least according to
his paperwork. He had been surrendered to
the municipal animal-care-and-control
shelter I ran by family members who stated that they had no interest in him. Clearly
well loved by his original owner, Ziggy
had spent more than a month in what had
been his backyard. He was matted and
filthy, confused, depressed, and frightened.
For the animals they house, the people
who work there, and the people who rely
upon their services, animal shelters are
never simply structures defined by mortar
and brick. Animal shelters are places of
love and sadness, success and tragedy. The
pace never slackens. No sooner had little
Ziggy entered my facility than in walked a
desperate woman, looking for help.

Her manner was angry, fast, and out of
control. Her story, if true, was tragic.
Without anyone's asking, she launched into her tale to everyone at the front counter.
She said that very morning social-work
staff and police had removed her two small
children from her home as a result of her
repeated abusiveness and alcoholism. She
was here, she told us, because she needed
someone to love. This was an individual in
no condition to become newly responsible
for the life of a cat or dog.
Out of the comer of her eye, she saw a
target for her very pointed need. Ziggy
was still at the counter, too. As deputy director, I was where the buck stopped. My
quick-thinking staff, recognizing the possibility of an explosive scene and looking
for a way to preclude it, told a small lie.
The woman was told that "the man in
charge" had already adopted the little dog.
Ziggy was then immediately delivered to
my office.
I was not looking for a dog. I had never
spent any real time with a dog smaller than
sixty pounds, much less one smaller than
my cats. I had not discussed adding a dog
to my home with my wife, daughter, or
cats. I am more than cognizant of the risks
involved in an unplanned adoption; spontaneous decisions to add a new animal
partner to a family most often have disastrous results. As a shelter professional, I've
lived with this rule and established policies
to prevent such adoptions.
Even good rules need bending, at
times: Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote that "a

IN ALL THE
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BY KENNETH D. WHITE

"I was not looking for a dog," says Ken·
neth D. White. With a face that could melt
any heart, however, Ziggy charmed not on·
ly Mr. White but also his entire family.

foolis h consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds." A sweet, scared, filthy little
guy was quivering in my lap, and an angry,
troubled woman was circling outside my
office door, demanding to take him home.
So I took Ziggy home. He and Lilly fell
in Jo,·e at first sight, and the proposed
"oYemight stay" easily and wonderfully
became a lifetime commitment. Blanche
to! rates him, and Hannah is crazy about
all three . _ y daughter is growing up with
a clear and ever-present sense of the many
joys anima ls bring into a life.
That \\·as three years ago. I could fill
many pages with stories that speak of Zigg: ·s Jo, ing nature, the fun we've had together. the adjustments we've all made to
ea h other's quirks, the solace he's been in
times of diffic ulty. I've come to know with
absolute certainty that the greatness of
dogs bas nothing to do with size or stature,
but springs instead from their simply being
dogs. I''te come to know that, as with all
important relationships, it's sometimes
best to lead with one's heart.
All six of us have just adopted "Sandy,"
some sixty-five squirrelly, untrained
pounds of retriever mix; but that's another
story.

•

Kenneth D. White is HSUS vice president,
Companion Animals and Field Services.

RIGHT PLACES
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An Unlikely
Animal,Shelter Adoption
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ne of the most damaging
myths of our time is the belief that humans are separate
from nature. The truth is, as
John A Hoyt, the founder
and president of EarthKind (USA), has
said, "Concernfor the Earth and a compassion for all those creatures who inhabit
it are absolutely inseparable."
EarthKind injects the compassionate
message of animal protection into the
mainstream of the global environmental
m()yement,Jostering humane, sustainable
development.
At The HSUS 's 1992 national conference, U.S . Secretary of the Interior Bruce
Babbitt noted the existence of an historic

0

"great convergence" between those in the
animal-protection movement and those in
the environmental movement. As the
global environmental arm of The
EarthKind is taking a
role
bringing these movements
three important ways:
• working to save
from suffering.and vM•H"MV
• striving to defend ""aftd"'
world's national parks as well
protected areas
• acting as a catalyst to foster humane,
sustainable development in the business,
financial, and governmental sectors.
To accomplish these goals, EarthKind
is pursuing two courses of action. First,

Yellowstone National Park: the beautiful, wild, and wonderful world of animals cannot be saved unless we save the environment.
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

EARTHKIND IN ACTION
,CAPACITY BUILDING"

FOR THE FUTURE

B

Cheetahs are one of many vulnerable species in need of a new "ark
of life" strategy.

are building the capacity of like-minded
organizations around the world. To forge
alliances and partnerships with those individuals working on the front lines, we are
providing them with the tools, resources,
and skills they need to protect animals
from a vast array of threats that include
poaching and clear-cutting, loss of habitat, and nnsustainable development. One
of our pragmatic programs, "Eyes of the
Earth™," is supplying grass-roots groups
with video cameras, enabling activists to
tell their stories to those who can initiate
change.
Second, we are fostering the concept of
environmental justice, recognizing the
moral authority of those who are most
vulnerable to particular environmental
threats. For example, many people around
the world may be dismayed if a rain forest
is destroyed. Yet for the indigenous peoples who live there, the destruction will
devastate their way of life, obliterating
their cultmal integrity. EarthK.ind's "Campaign for Enviromnental Justice" will
work to link cultural diversity with biological diversity and to empower the people
who depend on an ecosystem and protect
the animals who know it as their home.
In the Bible God instructed Noah to
build an ark and to save each kind of animal from the flood of destmction. In a
sense we are witnessing a flood of destruction as it threatens the world of animals
with a crisis of cataclysmic proportion.
Creation itself is under attack. Scientists tell us we are in the midst of an extinction spasm tmprecedented in 65 million
years. It is time to build a new ark. To save
threatened species from the present-day
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

y 1541 , when Spani sh conquerors
settled in what is now South
America, the two million Mapuche people living in what became known
as Argentina and Chile
comprised one of the largest indigenous societies on
the continent. Tod ay,
their numbers cut in half
after centuries of invasions
and foreign domina tion.
the Mapuche are fighti ng
the proposed construction
of several hydroelectric
dams that threaten to de troy not only
what remains of their cultme but also
their region 's rain forest and its biodiYersity. Unless the Mapuche uccessfull,
build up their capacity to fight-and
win-thi s battle, life as they know it will
cease to exist.
"Capacity building" is a catchphrase
we· use to describe the process of
strengthening regional organizations
and individuals engaged in promoting a
humane, sustainable future by giving
them essential skills, tools, and resources. EarthK.ind is working with
partners around the world who share
our vision for humane, sustainable development as well as our compassion
for animals.

.!

ENVIRONMENT LIAISON
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL
One of the most important global umbrella organizations is the Environment
Liaison Centre International (ELCI).
ELCI was selected by the United Nations Environment Programme nearly
twenty years ago to be their principal liaison with environmental nongovernmental-observer organizations around
the world. Today it is almost one thousand environmental associations strong.
EarthKind will be helping to build the
capacity of those groups, ensuring that

A

people who share our values are linked
in a global mission to promote compassion for animals and to save the Earth's
biodiversity.
EarthKind has established a strong
and exciting partnership
with ELCI, especially with
its co-executive director,
Rani! Senanayake, who
shares our views on compassion towards animals.
Mr. Senanayake was the
leader of the Sri Lankan
environmental group NeoSynthesis Research Center,
working with EarthK.ind to
save endangered species
such as the barking deer,
before be took over (with Rob Sinclair)
ELCI 's operation. EarthKind and ELCI
are working together to protect Sri
Lanka's dolphins (see page 37). Through
om frie ndship and shared objectives,
Earth.Kind and ELCI can lead in shaping
the agenda of the global environmental
mm·ement.

.!

EARTHKIND (RUSSIA) Global
pa1tnerships with grass-roots environmental groups will be significantly
enhanced by th e establishment of EarthKind offices around the world, such as
Earth.Kind (Russia).
EarthK.ind carried the humane vision
to Russia at an historic and troubled
time in that country's evoluti on. Russia
contains an extraordinary array of natural wonders, including the fauna and
flora of the largest forest in the world,
the Taiga.
Under the leadership of Slava
Slouzhivou, and with help from Lou
Friedman and his wife, Judi , who is a
member of the HSUS/EarthKind boards
of directors, EarthK.ind (Russia) is
reaching out to local groups working on
myriad proj ects that include helping the
endangered siberian tiger and cleaning
up the country's nuclear and toxic
wastes.
(continued on page 36)

A
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GLOBAL WOMEN'S ASSEM• BLY EarthKind's offices will also
be working with the local affiliates of
the Global Women's Assembly. EarthKind recognizes, supports, and encourages the enom1ous contribution that
women around the world are making in
the enviromnental and animal-protection arenas. For example, EarthKind is
working with local groups and govemment officials in Brazil to allow women who have an interest in saving ecosystems and
endangered species to be park
and forest rangers, something
hitherto not allowed.
-'. CAMPAIGN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Through our "Campaign for
Enviromnental Justice," EarthKind is helping indigenous
peoples prevail in their battles
to save their environment. Under the leadership of Claudia
Menezes, Ph.D., executive director of EarthKind (Brazil),
one of the world's foremost anthropologists, this camp(lign
will enable such peoples to
speak about their lands. These
indigenous peoples are seeking
to protect vast acreages by developing and implementing
sustainable economic models
that reflect respect for the importance
of biological and cultural diversity.
Working with the Center for Respect
of Life and Enviromnent, EarthKind is
cosponsoring a global Indian conference, "Speaking for the Earth."

flood, however, we will need to build with
a sense of urgency an ''ark oflife" strategy
as sophisticated as the issue demands.
The strategy we envision has three
tiers. Protecting animals on the brink of
extinction is the first. Some species of animals are so .diminished in number that
nothing 'but direct intervention will preserve them. Saving individual species
whose habitats no longer can shelter them
is a critical component of our mission.

A
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WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T
CHANGE THE WORLD?" In
1990 The HSUS played a major role in
Earth Day, rallying under a banner asking ··Who Says You Can't Change the
World?" To shift global patterns of development, local activist groups need
organization. communication, technical skills. and knowledge. EarthKind
will help weave together the environmental movements of the world and
spread its message of "enviromnentalism with a sou l."
D
-'.

A
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A clear-cut forest: not since the dinosaurs disappeared at fh~ ' end , of the.
Mesozoic era have we seen a spasm of extinction as massive as today's.

The second tier is preserving the great
wild places where large numbers of animals still congregate and follow their ancient rhythms- the world 's national parks.
Unless adequately funded, these natural
safe havens for animals will be deluged
by a series of uncontrollabl e societal
forces. EarthKind will focus special attention on these magnificent and inspiring
places where animals and the environment truly become one.
The third tier is focusing on the Earth
itself. EarthKind seeks a global role in the
mission to save the biodiversity of the
planet through the promotion of humane,
sustainable development, yet we recognize
that EarthKind cannot do everything. Perhaps our most important function is to act
as a catalyst.

sector solutions that will enrich the Earth,
not help to destroy it.
For example, EarthKind is working to
shift the global energy policy away from
huge hydroelectric-dam projects that can
have an adverse impact o1:rpeGple
ah 2
imals to the efficient use of energy and
conservation approaches that are gentler
to the Earth and its creatures.
EarthKind is helping rechannel governmental and financial resources to support policies that are based on compassion
and an acknowledgment of the interdependence of all things. In so doing, EarthKind will work closely with the rest of
The HSUS to create what HSUS President Paul G. Irwin has called a "truly humane" society.- Jan A. Hartke, Esq., executive director ofEarthKind (USA).

and
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HELP SAVE
THE DOLPHINS
taboo against eating dolphins is in
danger of being abandoned in Sri
Lanka, and EarthKind is mounting a major education campaign, led by
native Sri Lankans, to stop the slaughter
for food of the bright, sociable marine
mammals.
In the southem and southwestern regions of this deeply religious Southeast
Asian island nation, Buddhists maintain a
strong taboo against killing animals and
consuming meat. This taboo is being unknowingly violated because dolphins
who are victims of incidental killingcaught in the drift nets of the conunercial
fishing industry-are being sold as lowpriced fish in the Sri Lankan fish markets. The introduction of dolphin meat into the Sri Lankan marketplace may lead
to a consumer demand for the product.
This will bring about a directed fishery,
which will devastate dolphin populations.
The tragedy of this development is
tinged with irony. Not only are Sri
Lankans proud of their Buddhist creed of

A

nonviolence toward land crearures, but
Sri Lanka also has been a forceful proponent of proposals and resolutions calling
for the Indian Ocean to be proclaimed a
permanent sancmary for whales, the
largest of the marine-manunal group, to
which dolphins, porpoises, sea lions,
seals, walruses, manatees. and dugongs
all belong.
Srudents of Sri Lankan culmre believe the taboo against eating dolphin
flesh may have evolved from an instinctive feeling of fellowship for a pecies of
marine mammal known to be friend! to
humans. It could also stem from a recognition that dolphins are a species that has
a unique place in the ecos, stem.
The Environment Liai on Centre Intemational (ELCI), the large t nen,·ork
of environmental organizations in the
world, has asked EarthKind to join with
ELCI and the Sri Lankan -based 1 eoSynthesis Research Center • SRC) in
confronting this gro\\·ing threat to a dolphin population.
The fate of the dugongs of Sri Lanka
offers a grim harbinger of what may happen to the dolphins if dramatic action is

1

not undertaken to halt their destruction: a
docile marine mammal that once lived in
the shallow lagoons around the island, the
dugong is now all but extinct in Sri
Lankan waters. The dugong was not
hunted or used for food until it was promoted among the Muslim population of
the island as sea pig- an altemative to
pork, which Muslims are forbidden to
eat. Sales of dugongs quickly became
commercialized, and the Sri Lankan
dugong population was eradicated. EmthKind is eager to prevent the same fate
from befalling the defenseless dolphins.
The NSRC will employ a video camera supp lied by EarthKind's "Eyes of the
Earth" project to record footage of the
laughter of dolphins in Sri Lankan waters . The film will be used to alert the
,,·orld to the threat of a developing market for dolphin fle sh. National media and
school groups will be used to educate the
Sri Lankans about dolphins and about
the fal se marketing of their flesh as fish
meat and, it is hoped, prevent their continued slaughter.
You can help in this effort. See the
•
coupon below to learn how.

1

r------------- -- - -- ------ ---- -- --- - - -- - - - --- - - -- - ----- --- - -- - ----- - - -- --- ------------ - - -- --- --------1
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HELP THE SRI LANKAN DOLPHIN PROJECT AND SUPPORT
HSI AND EARTHKIND'S EFFORTS TO PROTECT MARINE MAMMALS!
Yes! I would like to help the Sri Lankan Dolphin Project and receive my dolphin plush
toy. Enclosed is my $25 donation. I am enclosing an additional contribution of
$
to further assist Earth Kind.
TO ORDER: With credit card, call toll-free 1-800-486-2630, or clip this coupon
and mail it with your payment payable to
Earth Kind, PO Box 4200, Kearneysville, WV 25430

METHOD OF PAYMENT:

D Check

0 VISA

D

MasterCard

Account# _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Expiration Date _ _ __ _ _ __
Signarure _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Item # 4M-317

Dolphin is twelve inches long. We 're son:v, bur only
one plush toy can be sent to each household.

Name _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Daytime Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _
Adilless - - - -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- -- - -- - - City
State
Zip _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
All orders must be prepaid; make checks payable to EarthKind. Do not send cash in the mail. Your entire contribution, minus
$14.00 (the value of the plush toy), is deductible for federal income-tax purposes. Thank you for your support.
I

1

I

L - ------ --- ----- - - - -- -- ------ ----------- - -- - -- - -------- ---- -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - --------- -- ---- -- - -- ------~
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BL8 WING THE LID
By Michael Winikoff
s the nationwide debate over the
ethi cs of hunting rages, one form
of hunting stands out as truly
despicable: the "canned hunt"
(see the Winter 1992 HSUS
~ve, ,·s) . A cam1ed hunt is any
hunt in a manmade enclosure, regardless of
size. where the animal has no chance of escape. Canned hurtts may take place within
the conf ines of a cage or in pastures ranging in size from a few acres to several thousand. In most observed cases, the hunted
anima l is ta me. In some cases, the animal
has been bottie-fed from infancy.
Over the last decade, cam1ed hw1ts have
spread across the country, as the overbreed ing of exotic (nonnative) animals
feeds the expanding market. Once limited
to Texas, canned hunts can now be found
in most states . From Hawaii to Montana to
Pen11Sylvania to Virginia, hunters may step
into an enclosure and kill, with virtually
any type of weapon, almost any an imal: a
boar. bear, zebra, buffalo, antelope- even a
rhinoceros. Accurately estimating the
num ber of such faciliti es is impossible, owing to the absence of govermnent regulatio n. The best guess is that there are several
tho usand locations in the United States
\\·here canned hunts may be arranged. Approximately five hundred are in Texas
alone.
Wh il e canned hunts vary widely in
species hunted and field size, two factors
remain constant. First, the animals are artificia lly confined by fences, so they can be
easily and um1aturally cornered, unable
to escape. (Animal s may be about as
easily trap ped in a corner of a five-hun dred-acre fe nced pasture as in a fiveacre pasture. so the size of the enclosure
1
irrele,·anr.) Second, the animals
haYe accepted some degree of hum an
interaction in their habitat. Unsure
\\·hether to treat humans as friends or
foe . the animals commonly trot unsuspectingly in front of the hunter, expecting food . The instinct to flee , their
greatest namral defense . has been replaced b~ rrusr.

\\bere Do Canned Hums Get Their Animals!
For a price. \irmally any animal may be
obtained by canned-hunt operators or outf itters. Publ ications such as Animal Find38

ers Guide offer hundreds of different
species for sale by private parties and zoos.
Exotic-animal auctions, now located in
most regions of the country, allow calmedhunt operators to pick out and bid on specific animals for their clients. Dealers buy
animals from auction s and zoos and resell
them to canned-hunt operations. Ranches
across the country have gone from raising
cattle to breeding exotics.
Zoos across the nation, including some
of the most prestigious, have sold animals
directly to canned-hunting facilities , to
dealers who sell to
such facilities, or to
auctions patronized by
canned-hunt orgamzers. Some, such as the
San Diego Zoo and the
National Zoo in Washington, D.C. , clai m
they do not know the
fate of their disposed-of
surplus. Others, such as
the San Antonio Zoo,
sell openly. The board
of directors of the San
Antonio
Zoological
Society includes acknowledged owners of
hunting ranches who
have bought animals
directly from the zoo.
Maureen
Neidhardt,
editor of Rare Breeds
Journal, told the De-

otic animals started in approximately 1973 .
when zoos began selling off their excess
animal s in the private market.
Even petting zoos have become pa11 of
the lucrative market created by cmmed
hunts. One such petting zoo is Catskill
Game Farm , where generations of New
York schoolchildren have come to pet and
feed a huge variety of tame exotic ani mal s.
The San Diego Zoo sold animals to
Catski ll for decades and even gave Catski ll
founder Roland Lindeman a medal honoring hi s alleged conservation efforts.

trait News/Free Press
(August 15, 1993) that
the huge surplus of exHSUS NEWS • Summer 1994
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CANNED HUNTS

Catskill has sold animals directly to canned
hunts in Pennsylvania and Texas.
The San Antonio Zoo
The deep ties between the San Antonio
Zoo and hunting ranches in Texas are perhaps more extensive than those of any other
American zoo. San Antonio Zoological Society board member Betty S. Kelso and her
husband, Robert, own the Auerhalm Ranch,
outside of San Antonio, where exotics are
hunted. The Kelsos have purchased animals
directly from the zoo for years. Ms. Kelso

told the Houston Chronicle in 1992 that
"[t]here is nothing wrong with hunting .... It
is a business proposition, and when you run
a ranch as a business proposition, you have
to make money at it."
Several other San Antonio Zoo board
members own ranches where hunting occurs and have purchased animals directly
from the zoo. Board member Buddy Jordan is vice president of the Exotic Wildlife
Association (EWA) , publisher of the almual Hun ters-Breeders Directory, which lists
the locations in which to hunt virtually any

species. Mr. Jordan holds a seat on tb
board of directors of the EWA, as do
Charles and Louis Schreiner of the Y.O.
Ranch, site of one of the largest canned
hunts in Texas, and Dale Priour, of the
Priour Ranch, another operation featuring
canned hunts.
The YO. Ranch, which has also purchased zoo surplus animals, calls itsel f the
world 's largest exotic hunting ranch . A tour
of the Y.O. Ranch earlier this year revealed
scimitar-homed oryx, buffalo, Pere David's deer, giraffes, zebras, and a wide vaii ety of other species. ln May the Y.O.·s
hunting guide told an HSUS undercover
investi gator that he could obtain an elephant to be hunted. The Y.O.'s ranch hands
feed the animals regularly, often by hand
so the animals show no fear of humans.
The ra nch 's annual animal auction in 199 1,
which included a bottle-raised dama
gazel le, was attended by owners of other
hunting ranches.
The San Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park
From 1952 through at least 199 1, the
San Diego Zoo sold more than a hundred
animals directly to the Catskill Game Farm
in New York, which in turn has dealt directly with hunting ranches. The San
Diego Zoo has also sold to dealers and directly to hunting ranches.
After a 1990 60 Minutes broadcast revealed that San Diego Zoo animals were
going to auctions and hunts, the zoo released a statement saying, "We will immediately suspend relations with anyone who
is proven to be a participant in the sale of
Zoological Society of San Diego animals to
hunts or auctions." A few weeks later, the
San Diego Zoo sold three Armenian mouflon , animals popular with hunters, to the
Catskill Game Farm. Over the ensuing few
months, the zoo sold more than fifty additional animals to dealers who have been
connected with auctions and canned hunts.
Then the San Diego Wild Animal Park
(S DWAP) sold two male Dybowski's sika
deer directly to the Priour Ranch . When
A child feeds axis deer at the San Diego Zoo. For almost forty years, the San Diego Zoo sold animals to the
Catskill Game Farm in New York State, which has
dealt directly with hunting ranches. Inset: A pigmy
goat is sold at an exotic-animal auction in Missouri.
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the sale became public the following year,
the SDWAP vowed to retrieve the animals
immediately. Two months later the deer
were still with Mr. Priour. He pledged to
breed them for shooting stock until the zoo
came for them, and he put them in a pasture with 200 fertile does. The zoo then issued a statement, saying, "We immediately
retrieved the animals unharmed." It admitted months later that they were still at the
Priour Ranch. Mr. Priour said that the two
deer from the zoo had impregnated I 00 to 120 does,
whom he would use for
hunting and to sell to other
ranch owners. Thus, the
San Diego Zoo's "mistake"
in sending the animals to a
hunting ranch led directly
to the supply for hunting of
perhaps another 100 Dybowski's deer. It is impossible to determine how many
offspring of these zoo animals, and their subsequent
offspring, remain in hunting fields today. Each of
them must be considered
the direct responsibility of
the San Diego Zoo.
Many other zoos across
the country have sold animals either directly to hunts
or to dealers who have done
business with auctions or
hunts. The list includes the
Los Angeles Zoo and the
San Francisco Zoo; the
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo in
Colorado; the National Zoo;
Busch Gardens, the Lowry Park Zoo, and
the Suwannee Valley Zoo in Florida; the
Lincoln Park Zoo in Illinois; the St. Louis
Zoo and the Kansas City Zoo in Missouri;
Great Adventure in New Jersey; Lake
George Zoological Park, the Buffalo Zoological Gardens, and the Seneca Park Zoo in
New York State; the Oklahoma City Zoo;
the Memphis Zoo; and the Houston Zoo.

Association, or AZA), in its official guidelines on disposition of animals, states,
"AAZPA member institutions cam1ot be responsible for their surplus animals into
perpetuity." In the opinion of The HSUS,
however, zoos do have a lifelong responsibility to any animal in their custody and to
his/her offspring. No animal should be
bred in a zoo unless that zoo has, in advance, a humane cradle-to-grave plan for
him/her, and the financial commitment to
implement it. Zoo
breeding plans should
be fifty-year plans, not
one-year plans.
When the San Francisco Zoo sold forty
axis deer to a private
dealer, zoo director
David Anderson explained, "There has
been a long-term problem of overbreeding
with the axis deer and
the zoo has more than
the exhibit can handle." When the San
Francisco Zoo sold
three zebras to the
Catskill Game Fann,
Mr. Anderson stated,
'The zebras were sold
because they were
considered surplus to
the zoo's needs." When
the zoo sold two water
buffalo to a private
dealer, curator Nancy
Schofield stated, "The
water buffalo were
sold because there are too many in the
zoo's herd." In November 1993 the San
Francisco Zoo sold two nyala to the NBJ
Ranch in Texas, owned by Buddy Jordan.
Why do zoos continue to overproduce?
The answers range from sloppy husbandry
to money and public relations . When males
and females are kept together, random unplanned breeding often occurs. Sales of
surplus animals bring in tens of thousands
Overbreeding in Zoos
of dollars to zoos annually. More imporMany zoos are simply breeding far more tant, however, are zoo visitors' positive reanimals than they have room for. One sponses to seeing babies of all species at
Memphis Zoo curator said, "There is no the zoo. Most zoos have very limited
wild to return them to. Zoos should stop space: every baby animal produced could
selling themselves as conservationists. mean an adult eventually declared to be
They're not. They're producing animals no- surplus. Would members of the public supbody besides hunting ranches wants." port the zoo if they knew an adult zebra
Mem9his Z.oo di..rector Cb.arles Wi.lson said could be shipped to a hunt to make room
that once the zoo sells an animal to a dealer, for every new baby?
it "is no longer responsible for that animal."
The American Association of Zoologi- MZPA!AlN.s Position
The position of the AAZPA/AZA in this
cal Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA) (now
known as the American Zoo and Aquarium matter has been troubling. In 1988 Dale

For a price, virtually
any animal may be

obtained by canned.
hunt operators or

outfitters .... Ranches
across the country
have gone from
raising cattle to

breeding exotics.
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Priour told Buzzworm magazine, "Hunting
exotics has paid off better than anything
else I've done on the ranch." When Dale
Tuttle, AAZPA/ AZA's coordinator for
scimitar-homed oryx, was asked to re-

of surplus animals may be loans or sal es,
but they must require that the originating
zoo, even after placement, has responsibility for the animal if the terms of transfer are
not met completely. Animals should never,
under any circumstances, be
sold or given to dealers, auctions, or other intem1ediaries
who do not represent the final
destination of the animal. Recipients of zoo surplus must
agree in writing that they will
not allow the animals to breed
unless such breeding is approved through a comprehensive breeding plan, as discussed below, and that any accidental offspring will be
placed by the zoo itself using
the same guidelines. If the animals belong to species for
whom controlled breeding is
needed, then they shouldn't
be deemed surplus in the
first place. The AAZPA/ AZA
must create strict breeding
guidelines that require that
Visitors feed young black bears at the Catskill Game Farm, which has
humane, long-range, advance
sold animals directly to canned-hunt operations. Inset: HSUS investiplans for offspring are already
gators, who witnessed a canned hunt, were told by both a guide on the in place before breeding is alpremises and the property owner that, for a fee of 52,000, this adult
lowed to occur. The guideblack bear could be hunted while within the cage.
lines must be mandatory, and
uncorrected violations must
spond, he said, "Priour's saying, ' If you let result in expulsion from the AAZPA/AZA.
me make a buck off my animals, I 'II guarThe AAZPA/AZA set up a breeding
antee they'll always be here.' I've argued program for the scimitar-homed oryx at the
the same thing since the 1960s .. .. The only Bamberger Ranch near Johnson City,
thing I have a concern with is that ranchers Texas. David Bamberger's first oryx came
will manage endangered species in a sound from zoos; under the AAZPA/ AZA's direcgenetic fashion ."
tion, he now breeds them. Mr. Bamberger
The official guidelines of the AAZPA/ allows trophy hunting on his ranch, alAZA say, "The AZA strongly opposes the though it is unknown whether scimitarsale, trade, or transfer of animals from zoos homed oryx are hunted there. Scimitarand aquariums to organizations or individ- homed oryx are available at numerous huntuals which allow the hunting of animals di- ing ranches surrounding Mr. Bamberger's,
rectly from or bred at zoos or aquatiums." suggesting, at a minimum, that AAZPA/
"Directly from or bred at zoos or aquari- AZA breeding of the oryx is unnecessary.
ums" makes its policy meaningless in the Mr. Bamberger's ranch has "Related Orgasense that all canned-hunt operations, or nization" status with the AAZPA/AZA. In
dealer intermediaries, can claim that their the EWA's Hunters-Breeders Directory, it is
clients don't hunt animals directly from or listed as a hunting ranch.
bred at zoos or aquariums ; rather, they hunt
Mr. Bamberger has said that he needs to
the offspring of such animals. The AAZPA/ generate at least $30,000 per year to keep
AZA's policy does not place any restriction the oryx-breeding program at his ranch goon offspring of the zoo surplus. Canned ing for the AAZPA/AZA. To bring in that
hunts may buy zoo animals, claiming that income, he allows hunting. He has admitted
those specific animals will not be hunted, that he couldn't continue the AAZPA/AZA
only to breed the animals to produce hunt- breeding program if his cash flow were cut
ing stock. Dealers may do the same and off. Thus, a canned hunt at an AAZPA/
then sell the offspring to hunts.
AZA-affiliated facility funds a part of the
Simple changes in the AAZPA/AZA's scimitar-homed-oryx breeding program.
guidelines would rectify this problem. The
From 1985 to 1991, the AAZPA/AZA
words "directly from or bred at zoos and gave Related Organization status to Calvin
aquariums" must be removed. Placements Bentsen's La Coma Ranch in McAllen,
HSUS NEWS • Summer 1994
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Texas. In 1989 Time magazine stated, "To
help support his wildlife habit, Bentsen
sells surplus animals," and "He lets hunters
take trophies from the surplus animals on
the ranch." The 1991 MZPAIAZA Directory lists La Coma Ranch's purpose as
"preservation of endangered species." La
Coma Ranch is listed as a hunting ranch in
the 1990 Hunters-Breeders Directory.
The AAZPA/AZA set up a rhinocerosbreeding program, paid for by a hunting
group, at Mr. Bentsen's ranch. Said Time,
the hunters "invested $300,000 in the rhinos at Bentsen's ranch, and will spend more
than that to capture and transport the Zimbabwe rhinos." The rhinos were captured
by the hunters' group and brought to the
ranch under the supervision of the AAZPA/
AZA. While The HSUS has no evidence
that rhinos have been, or are being, hunted
at La Coma, we strongly object to such

close ties between the AAZPA/AZA and a
hunting ranch.
Can Canned Hunts Be Fought!
No federal laws exist to restrict canned
hunts or the supply of animals from zoos to
hunts. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
claims it has no jurisdiction over hunting
ranches under the Animal Welfare Act, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
becomes concerned only if the hunts involve an endangered species. Yet, regarding endangered species, the FWS is not
consistent. In 1990 and 1991, it issued a
permit to Mr. Priour to allow hunting of the
endangered swamp deer, red lechwe, and
other endangered deer. The agency said
that this hunting of endangered animals
was "for enhancement of propagation and
survival of the species." It rejected a similar permit application from another

canned-hunt operator.
Only Wisconsin and California have effective laws governing canned hunts. Most
states' laws allow canned hunts with little
or no regulation.
None of the three primary hunters' representatives in the United States, the National Rifle Association (NRA), Safari
Club International, and the Congressional
Sportsmen's Caucus Foundation (see page
5), has joined the fight against canned
hunts. Some of their publications, including Safari magazine, actually advertise
canned hunts. This passive acceptance of
canned hunts by the hunters' major lobbying organizations and their representatives
in Congress leads us to question the sincerity of comments made by mainstream
hunters who claim canned hunts are a
blight on their sport. Canned hunting could
be eliminated in the United States in a very

INSIDE ACANNED HUNT
ince the 60 Minutes broadcast, grazing Corsican rams stood about fifty the hunter's priority was not a quick kill; it
which revealed to the public the ex- yards away, too far for our hunters. The was an intact upper body and head for a
istence of canned hunts, the opera- guide told the hunters to set up. Like a trophy. The hunter's apparent criterion in
tors, suppliers, and patrons of such shepherd, he walked calmly behind the aiming was to avoid damaging the.part of
facilities have been on guard. Security rams and pushed them toward us. The the animal he would hang on his wall.
measures at canned hunts, and in the ani- bowhunter chuckled at the ease with
He let two other arrows fly. One went
mal-supply pipeline to canned hunts, often which his prey was being led to him and through the ram's back, the other through a
rival those of research labs. Outsiders are remarked, "I don't even consider this hunt- rear leg. I watched as the animal hopped
not welcome. It was thus with
away, with the arrow in his leg
some fearthat another HSUS
scraping the ground. Two more
investigator and I kept our aparrows flew. They momentari ly
pointment to view a canned
knocked the animal down, but
hLmt in a northern state.
since they were hind-end shots,
We met our party at the
the ram was still full of life,
hunting lodge bordering the
even as his blood drained out of
"preserve," a fenced hunting
him. He ran to the fence.
field . Inside, a group of hunstopped, and gazed through the
ters dressed in camouflage
wire to the freedom that beckwere watching bow-hunting
oned from the other side. He
instructional videotapes. Peribegan to shake but still stoo
with four arrows sticking out o odically, they gazed out the
window at an enclosure conhim (one had fallen our).
taining white-tailed deer, gazLaughing, the hunter asked him
ing right back at us.
'" to fall over on his tight side. no.
Deer were not on the menu
~ his left, so he wouldn't brea;,;
today. The two hunters we "Nice shooting," said the canned-hunt guide to the hunter who shot six arrows into the arrows.
would accompany were out a Corsican ram trapped in an enclosed field. A shotgun blast eventually killed the
For five minutes \Ye s:tood
for Corsican ram. One would animal, whose head and upper body were destined to be a trophy.
there, waiting for the quiYe - _
use a bow, the other a rifle.
animal to fall. He refused
From the hunting lodge, our guide took ing." That didn't stop him, however, from down but kept gazing out of the fence_ r
us through a locked gate into the hunting turning to the animals and aiming his bow. shooter decided that one more. lo- -rc::::~~
enclosure. We walked through a small
The first arrow flew and landed in the shot would do it I watched as he 1reC :=.
wood and swamp to the hunting fields, ram's rear, causing him to jump and briefly
which were enclosed pastures. An eight- run. I figured this was a bad shot; I had al- animal would go dmm and end ·- Iilis=:::
foot fence kept the animals from the pub- ways heard that experienced bowhunters The poor creature bar ly rea
lic road bordeting the pasture. A herd of aimed for a quick kill. I soon deduced that sixth anow pierced his rear ·==

S
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his ground, looking out the fence and
shaking. Finally he fell. He thrashed about
on the ground and repeatedly tried to
stand. As I walked around him, he turned
his head and looked into my eyes.
There was nothing I could do to help
him . The hunt was legal , and I was an invited, unarmed guest on private property. I
told myself that the infonnation I was
obtaining would help countless other
animals in similar predicaments, but I
couldn't avoid the gaze of the ram. When
I close my eyes, I see it still.
The ram wouldn't die. Six arrows had
pierced his hide and his leg, yet he struggled to stand. Our guide was hungry for
lunch, waiting . back at the lodge, and
asked the hunter to finish the job. The
shooter borrowed the other hunter's rifle,
took aim, and shot from a distance of four
feet. The ram continued to thrash about
on the ground but was losing blood fast.
Five minutes later, as the shooter and
guide were pulling the arrows from the
ram and examining them for damage, we
heard that final , long exhalation, as the
lungs shut down. The ram was dead. The
hunters and the guide laughed, posed for
photos, and shook hands. "Nice shootHSUS NEWS • Summer 1994

ing," the guide told the hunter. \Ye left me
anima! and headed back to the lodge for
lunch; ranch employees would bring the
carcass out by truck.
We had noticed two adult bla k bears
in a small cage next to the hunt field. \Ye
asked if they were available for hunring.
The guide offered to take us owr to the
bears and explain how we could kill them.
The property owner met us there.
According to both, the bears could not
be let out of the cage into the hunting pasture. They claimed that the state fish and
game commission had told them that the
bears could be hunted only in the cage'
For $2,000 each, we were told, we could
get into the cage with the bears and kill
them, with either a rifle or a bovv. If we
were afraid to get into the cage, they
would set up a ladder overlooking the
cage's open top. We could remain safely
outside and aim over the top of the fence ,
shooting down.
The canned hunt is an atrocity even
traditional hunters should reject. Canned
hunts must be banned. A society that considers the hunting of caged animals a legitimate commercial activity cannot call
itself civilized.
D

-~rh no stranger to human handling, a rhinoceros
·' .:onfined ar a hunting ranch. o federal laws exist to
- · ·r canned hunts, and most state laws allow canned
hum:; uirh little or no regulation.

shon rim if these three hunters ' groups
\\·ould uppon The HSUS's efforts to expose the truth behind captive hunting .

\\"hat You Can Do
The supply of zoo animal s to canned
hunts could end tomo rrow if zoos would
recognize their li fe time conunitment to all
animals under their stewardship . Ask your
local zoo for such a conunitrnent before
you visit it or donate money to it. If your
zoo refuses, call the local media, ask yourself if you want to visit or support such an
institution, and encourage your neighbors
to do the same.
The Congressional Sportsmen's Caucus
Foundation claims to represent "legitimate" hunters. Write to G. W Bersett,
Chairman and President, Congressional
Sportsmen's Caucus Foundation, 1730 K
St., NW, Suite 1300, Washington, DC
20006) and demand that it take the lead in
closing ca1med hunts nationwide.
•

Michael Winikoff is The HSUS's legal investigatm:
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s the backdrop for her
novels, successful mystery writer Karin McQuillan uses the spectacular
scenery of Africa and the continent 's ugly trade in wildlife exploitation. In her most recent
book, The Cheetah Chase, to be
published this summer by Ballantine Books, she has relied upon
expertise provided by HSUS staff
and the good wishes of HSUS
President Paul G. Irwin, who
wrote the book's foreword.
Ms. McQuillan, a former psychotherapist who turned only recently to writing, served in West
Africa when in the Peace Corps in
the early 1970s and has repeatedly returned. "I've been interested
in Africa my whole life," she says.
After becoming very involved in
wildlife issues, in 1982 she went
on a safari "that was a life-changing experience. It was really like a
trip to the Garden of Eden-the
animals were so wonderful."
In her first book, Deadly Safari, her heroine, safari operator
Jazz Jasper, must solve a double
murder while in the bush. In Elephants' Graveyard, Jazz discovers who murdered a wealthy
American working to save elephants from decimation by poachers. In The Cheetah Chase, which
Mr. Irwin calls "a supremely entertaining fiction," Jazz becomes
enmeshed in the lives of Nick and
Wynn Hunter, who operate a
cheetah preserve in Kenya. In the process
she becomes entangled as well in the lives
of the cubs they are rehabilitating-Gin,
Tonic, and baby Comet, who has been spirited away fl-om a Saudi ptincess.
Says Ms. McQuillan: "When I was researching The Cheetah Chase .. .! became
interested in the wild pet trade, and my
first call to The HSUS was to find out
about that. I was incredulous to learn that
there is no federal law against having an
endangered animal as a pet... .Teresa
Telecky [HSUS associate director of
wildlife and habitat protection] sent me
material, including journals that have ad-

A

KARIN McQUILLAN

doing, there are going to be mass
extinctions. Most of the major
mammals in Africa are endangered to one degree or another."
She writes in order "to bring
people to Africa- to make them
fall in love with the place," but
also to "show how gorgeous the
landscape is and how abundant
the wildlife is."
Ms. McQuillan's animal characters are far from afterthoughts
in her books. "I see them as individuals with personalities and
that they are valuable as individuals." She chose the elephant as
her focus in Elephants' Graveyard after her second safari in
1991: "Three-quarters of the elephants we saw [in 1982] had
been killed." She had seen three
cheetah brothers learn to hunt on
that second trip; they were the inspiration for The Cheetah Chase.
Other Jazz Jasper books are
on the horizon. "I'm interested in
the whole question of our identity
as animals," she says. "I think
part of the way we treat animals
is out of our own denial that we
are part of nature and that we are
also animals. We want to see ourselves as very different and invulnerable and that somehow the
laws of nature don't apply to us."
Ms. McQuillan's readers have
been enthusiastic about her wildlife themes. "The reactions I've
gotten have surprised me. As a
person who is involved in conservation, I think everyone must know [thereality of animal extinction], but I'm floored
when people come up to me and say, 'Are
elephants really endangered?' That makes
me think my ploy is working, since
through the mystery genre I'll reach people who otherwise would not pick up a
book about wildlife."
Will Jazz stay in Africa? "I do have
the idea to bring her to some of the
American national parks," says Ms. McQuillan. "But I still have many ideas in
mind-other animals I'd like to write
about. I think she has a lot of adventures
in store."- Deborah J Salem

Murder Most
Endangered
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vertisements for African animals. I hadn't
been aware that The HSUS had an international branch and actually was very actively involved in supporting cheetah conservation [through the Cheetah Conservation Fund (Summer 1993 HSUS News)]."
At the end of The Cheetah Chase, when a
windfall unexpectedly lands in Jazz's lap,
she makes a sizable donation to The
HSUS for the fight against the trade in
wild pets and furs.
Wildlife exploitation, says Ms. McQuillan, "is the issue I really care about. I
feel that we are at an historic crossroads of
choice. If we don't stop doing what we are
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